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 181 Mr Jack Plant 35 Oakdene, Cottingham, East Yorkshire. HU16 5AS

E-mail: jp@humberside.free-online.co.uk

 182 Linda Plant Wagoner 11 Millbrook Avenue, Dover, New Jersey 07801 USA

E-mail: mydewey@juno.com

 183 Mr Chris Plant 12 Whytecliffe Pde, Woody Point, Queensland 4019

Australia

E-mail: chrisplant10@hotmail.com

186 Mr Bill Lowe 21 Katoomba Road, Beaumont, South Australia 5066

Australia.

187 Dr Ruth Young 11 Douglas St., Ramsbottom, Bury, BL0 9HB

E-mail: ruth@fsl.dev.man.ac.uk

189 Mrs Nanette Pafumi Clos-Joli, 1321 Arnex-sur-orbe, Switzerland.

� E-mail: pafclosjoli@hotmail,.com

191 Mrs Frances Reeve 63 Allestree Lane, Derby, DE22 2HQ.
E-mail: Martin@allestree70.freeserve.co.uk.

 193 Mr Raymond Plante RR3 52 Verulam Dr, Fenelon Falls, Ontario,

Canada, K0M 1N0

E-mail: Raylou.plante@symatico.ca

 194 Mrs Ann Wilkinson 42 Hill Top Ave, Cheadle Hulme, Cheadle, Cheshire

SK8 7HY

E-mail: a.c.wilkinson@btinternet.com

 196 Mrs Janet Padrazolla 41 Ashley Drive, Borchamwood, Herts, WD6 2JT

 198 Mr Patrick Thomas Plant 23 The Knoll, Framlingham, Woodbridge,

Suffolk, IP13 9DH

E-mail: patplant@suffolkonline.net

 199 Mrs Judith Wilkinson 8 Willow Close, Worlingham, Beccles, Suffolk, NR34 7EA

E-mail: scorpio.2zero@virgin.net

 200 Miss Simone Plant 22 Taverners Drive, Stone, Staffs ST15 8QF

 201 Mr Ronnie Plant 15 York Street, Leek, Staffs. ST13 6JE
E-mail: ron@amagsa.com

 202 Mrs Audrey Hunt 16 Chalford, Northcroft, Woodburn Green,

High Wycombe, Bucks, HP10 0BS

E-mail: huntaudrey@aol.com

 203 Mrs Shirley Goodall 49 Reservoir Road, Shobnall, Burton-on-Trent,

Staffs, DE14 2BP

E-mail: Shirley-goodall@virgin.net

 204 Mrs Marion Szezesniak 1303 Lake Crest Drive, Alexandra, Minnesota,
56308-8525 USA

E-mail:  chattenoir2000@yahoo.com

 205 Mrs Christine Milner Paddock Farm, Swythomley, Macclesfield,

Cheshire, SK11 0RF
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 206 Mrs Ann Plant 1711 State Road, Warren, Ohio, USA 44481

E-mail: roysann@aol.com

 207 Mr John Plant 17 St Margaret’s Close, Cottingham, HU16 5NG

E-mail: Johnplant@plant.karoo.co.uk

 210 Mrs Andrea Bone Sawmill Cottage, Marholm, Peterborough, Cambs,

PE6 7HZ

E-mail: bones@sawmill91.freeserve.co.uk

 211 Barbara Plant 1117 El Comine Real#2, Burlingame, CA 94010, USA

E-mail: Lhadon@hotmail.com

 212 Mrs Rosalie G Kneller Summer House, Ilsington, Devon, TQ13 9RE

� E-mail: rosalie98.kneller@tesco.net

 213 Mr Kenneth T Plant 1 St Martins Close, Stamford, Lincs, PE9 2NF

 216 Mrs Jennifer Plant 45 Teme Road., Cradley, Halesowen, West Midlands,

B63 2LY

E-mail: Jenicay@hotmail.com

 217 Mrs Sylvia Wells 16 Third Ave., Chelmsford, Essex, CN1 4EX

E-mail: Wellsies@whsmithnet.co.uk

 218 Mr Walter Frederick

                   Plant Brookside Villa, 12 Station Road, Brough, East Yorkshire

HU15 1DY

E-mail: walterfplant@msn.com

 219 Mr Michael Plant 56 Brocklehurst Ave., Sheffield, S8 8JF

E-mail: mikeplantsheffield@hotmail.com

 220 Mr Mark Ernest Plant 13 Bedford Road, Firswood, Manchester M16 OJB

E-mail: mark.plant1@tesco.net

Ú 221 Mrs Sue Tudor Millennium Cottage, 48 Kyl Caber Parc, Stoke Climsland, Cornwall, PL17

8PH

E-mail: susan.tudor@tesco.net

Ú 222 Dr Dale J Smith 2300 Juniper Ct., Golden, CO 80401-8087, USA
E-mail: dalsmith@msn.com

Ú 223 Mr Colin H Plant 26 Manor Road, Wendover, Aylesbury, Bucks., HP22 6HN

E-mail: colinplant@totalise.co.uk

Ú 224 Mrs Kathleen Bean 15 Owington Grove, Billingham, Stockton-on-Tees,

TS23 3LX

E-mail: Faba.1@ntlworld.com

Ú 225 Mr Richard A Plant 79 Caledonia St., Scarborough, North Yorks., YO12 7DP

E-mail: Richard-plant@unpure.com

Ú 226 Mrs Valerie Hall Moorhill, Granby Road, Bradwell, Hope Valley

S33 9HU

Ú = New Member

� = Change of address or e-mail address.
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MEMBERS INTERESTS

Membership Interest

No Name

  1 Miss Linda Lowrey e19c Macclesfield, Cheshire/m19c

Hollingwood - Darwen Lancs/

  4 Mr Colin W Plant 19c North Staffordshire/

  6 Mr Michael Plant Any period South Staffs/North Worcs/

 10 Mrs Pamela Plant e19c Stockport Cheshire/

16 Mrs C Reed L18c e19c North Staffordshire/

18 Mr Peter Johnson L19c Manchester Lancs/19c Mid Cheshire/

20 Mr David Plant Pre 19c Clowne Derby/19c Doncaster Yorks/

19c Notts./ 19c Cheltenham Glos/

29 Mrs Shirley Hughes L17c + 18c Rowley Regis Worcs/19c Dudley

Worcs/L19c Sydney Australia/

32 Mrs Catherine Sproston Any Period Cheshire/

33 Miss Aileen Plant 17c 18c 19c Stockport Cheshire/

37 Mr Patrick Pearson Any period Stockport Cheshire/

38 Mrs Sian Plant e19c Denton Lancs/19c Leicester/

20c Rounds Northants/

45 Mr David Johnson 19c Kidsgrove/

47 Mrs S Robson General/

51 Mr Gerald Plant m19c Goostrey Cheshire/L19c e20c Salford

Lancs/

52 Dr John S Plant 19c Sheffield Yorks/e19c Clowne

Derbyshire/

59 Mr Nigel Burroughs L18c 19c Burslem + Longton Staffs/

69 Mr Andrew Plant M18c + M19c Little Bowden and Market

Harborough/19c London

71 Mr G Brian Plant Any period Cheshire/

74 Mrs Alice D Mercer 19c Leicester/L19c Nottingham/

75 Mr M J Plant e19c Shropshire/e19c Cheadle Hulme

Cheshire/

85 Mr John E Ransley 18c + 19c Staffordshire/

89 Mrs Denise F Weston Any period Fenton + Cheadle + Longton Staffs/
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90 Mrs M R Lake m18c Suffolk/

95 Linda Shields Wheeler 17c Stafford/any period Connecticut USA/

98 Deanne Richards 19c Eckington Derbyshire/Sheffield/

104 Mrs Liz Plant 17c + 18c + e19c Wolverhampton/

111 Mr Malc John Plant Any period Sibsey Lincs/

113 Mrs Heather Plant L19c Hackney Middlesex/

114 Mr John Russel Ingamellis 18c Lincs/

115 Mrs Pat Herring e19c Ashley Staffs/L19c Wheelock Cheshire/

116 Miss Joan Plant e19c Bristol/

119 Mrs Florence Plant L19c Staffordshire/

121 Kathy Compagno 19c West Bromwich + Walsall, Staffs/

L18c + e19c Brierley Hill/ e 18c Old Swinford

122 Elizabeth Messer L19c Cheadle Staffs/

123 Dr Andrew Thomas Plant 18c + 19c Northants/19c Rutland/19c Hants +

Cambs/L19c + e20c Bedfordshire

124 Mr Alan Plant General Staffordshire/

127 Mr William T Plant 18c + e19c North Staffordshire/

131 Mrs Jean Walpole m19c Wolverhampton Staffordshire/

L19c Camberwell, Surrey/

132 Miss Linda Wilks Any period Potteries, Staffordshire/

138 Mrs Jean Ray 19c Sheffield

139 Mrs Judith Kirkby Pre 1850 Macclesfield Ches/

140 Mrs J Bateman Pre 1900 Staffordshire/Pre 1900 Worcestershire/

141 Mr Malcolm Revell 18 + 19c Burslem + Longton + Stoke on Trent

Staffs/

143 Miss Freda Lawrence 18c + 19c Staffordshire/

145 Mr Graham Wingfield 19c Lower + Higher Whitley + Little Leigh,

Cheshire/

147 Mr John Ronald Plant Pre 1900 Stoke on Trent, Staffs/
153 Mrs Frances Plant 19c Leek Staffs/

162 Aloa Dereta Any Period pre 1860 Leek Staffs/

m 19c Sheffield, Yorks/

164 Evelyn M Pitts L 19c Barrow-in-Furness, Lancs/

m 19c Cradley Heath, Staffs/
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165 Mrs Gillian Jenkins m 19c Wolverhampton + West Bromwich, Staffs/

167 Mrs M J Plant Any period Market Harborough, Little Bowden,

Great Bowden, Foxton, Leics/Sutton St. Edmund,

Halbeach, Lincs/ Brighton Sussex/Haverhill,

Suffolk/Battersea, London/

168 Mr Philip Plant As for member 167 plus North Wiltshire/

169 Mrs Hazel Morgan 19c Meerbrook, Grindon, Staffs/Ashbourne,

Derby/

171 Mr Brad Scott e19c Peterborough/m19c Whiltshire + Devon/

174 Mrs Fay Bielewiez 18c Ches (Alsager)/19c North Staffs/

177 Mr Earl John Davis Cheadle, Staffs/

178 Mr Tony Brown 19c Suffolk/

179 Mrs Dorian Greenbaum 18c + 19c Dudley/Kingswinford/Brierley Hill/

181 Mr Jack Plant 19c South Yorks/North Derbyshire/

182 Linda Wagoner Any period USA/Immigrants from UK to USA/

183 Mr Chris Plant prc 1720 Leek/post 1720 Cheadle Staffs/

186 Mr Bill Lowe 19c Birmingham/

187 Dr Ruth Young North Staffs/Northants/Shrop/

189 Mrs Nanette Pafumi Any period Cheshire/

191 Mrs Frances Reeve 17 + 18 + 19c Cheadle, Staffs/

193 Mr Raymond Plante Any period Canada/

194 Mrs Ann Wilkinson 19c Newport, Shropshire/

196 Mrs Janet Padrazolla 18 + 19c Piddington, Oxford/18 + 19c Crandon,
Bucks/

198 Mr Patrick Thomas Plant 19c Suffolk/

199 Mrs Judith Wilkinson 18 + 19c Dudley, Tipton, Halesowen, Rowley

Regis, Brierley Hill, Langley, Cradley, West

Bromwich/

200 Miss Simone Plant L18 + 19c Eccleshall, Stafford/

201 Mr Ronnie Plant L19c Dudley South Staffs/

202 Mrs Audrey Hunt 18 + 19 + 20c Castle Church, Castletown,

Forebridge, Queensvill, Staffs/

203 Mrs Shirley Goodall 19c Appleby Magna, Leics/

20c Burton-on-Trent, Staffs/

204 Mrs Marion Szezesniak 19c Dudley, Worcs/
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205 Mrs Christine Milner 19c Stockport (Plants Hat Block Co)/

206 Mrs Ann Plant 19c Staffs/

207 Mr John Plant Lincolnshire/

210 Mrs Andrea Bone L19c Peterborough Cambs/

211 Barbara Plant 17c Staffs/17c + 18c + 19c USA(Branford)

212 Mrs Rosalie Knellar 19c Liverpool/Bradford/West Bromwich, Staffs/

Warwick/Handsworth, Staffs/

213 Mr Kenneth Plant 18c + 19c South East, Leicestershire + Rutland

Border/

216 Mrs Jennifer Plant 18c + 19c ‘Black Country’/

217 Ms Sylvia Wells 19c Market Harborough/London area/

218 Mr Walter Frederick Plant 19c Hull Yorkshire/

219 Mr Michael Plant M + L18c Sheffield/M+L18c NE Derbyshire

220 Mr Mark Ernest Plant L19c Manchester, Lancs/Staffs?

221 Mrs Sue Tudor RH + SL Plant + Company (Pottery)/

222 Dr Dale Smith 18 + 19c North Staffs/ 19 + 20c USA/

223 Mr Colin H Plant e20c Canning Town/L19c Islington/

e19c Nottingham/L19c Southcoates, Yorks./

224 Mrs Kathleen Bean 17c Grinton North Yorks/19c Cassop, Co Durham/

225 Mr Richard Plant L19c Lincs/

226 Mrs Valerie Hall L18c Buxton, Derbyshire/
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INTRODUCTION

Only a short introduction this time.  As always there is too much for the Journal which, due to printing costs, I like to keep

about  a  maximum of  80  pages.   And in  any case,  who wants  to  hear  me ‘yattering  on’.   That’s  a  funny word.   I’ve  just

looked in the Dictionary and cannot find it.  I think it means not being able to stop talking which Mavis has accused me of

on numerous occasions in the past.

So to keep it brief –

As some of you may know, every Tuesday I act as Duty Volunteer at the Library of the Family History Society of Cheshire,

helping members of the society on their researches.  The library itself is one of the best Family History Society Libraries in

the UK with a complete set of GRO Index records from 1837 to 1960 plus Cheshire Parish Registers, MI’s for many

churches, all Census returns for Cheshire, directories and very many books relative mainly to Cheshire, Lancashire and

Staffordshire  towns  and  villages.   If  you  want  any  information  on  Cheshire  then  usually  something  can  be  found  in  the

Library.  Earlier on this year the Cheshire FHS purchased for its members all the books held in the library of an Antiquarian

Bookseller in South Cheshire, the owner having decided to emigrate.  All these books are now stored in Cheshire FHS

Library.  Included in the collection is a large number of books relating to Staffordshire including copies published by the

Staffordshire Parish Register Society listing the earlier entries in Staffordshire Parish Registers.  I have therefore been
methodically going through these books extracting all Plant baptism references.  The burials in Staffordshire Registers were

included in the earlier journals and the marriages are being listed in the present run.  To date the following have been looked

at: -

Alton 1676-1812 8 references

Barlaston 1573-1812 1 reference

Barton under Needwood no references to Plant

Buddulp 1558-1684 2 references

Bradeley 1540-1779 no references to Plant

Brierley Hill 1766-1800 73 references

Bucknall-cum-Bagnall 1762-1812 5 references
Bagnall 1800-1810 no references to Plant

Bradley-in-the-Moors 1674-1811 no references to Plant

Burslem 1578-1812 57 references

Butterton-in-the Peak 1660-1750 no references to Plant

Coverswall 1552-1702 4 references

Cheadle 1575-1655 no references to Plant

Croxden 1674-? no references to Plant

Dudley St Edmund 1540-1611 no references to Plant

Dudley St Thomas 1541-1649 1 reference

Eccleshall 1573-1667 2 reference

Ellastone 1708-1812 10 references

Hanstall Ridware no references to Plant
Keele 1540-1700 no references to Plant

As mentioned previously the detailed information will eventually be included in future journals.  In the meantime if any

member would like me to check any of the parishes above please contact me.  It will also be interesting to do a demographic

study to see where the main concentration of Plants in Staffordshire was late 16th, 17th and 18th centuries and the migration

patterns for the Plants over this period.

During the last six months, interesting developments have been taking place relative to the DNA project being controlled by

Dr John Plant, (member no. 52).  In April I received an e-mail from Family Tree DNA stating that an exact match had been

found between myself and another person.  This other person turned out to be a Waring which (for me at least) was quite an

exciting development, as Plant folklore has for centuries claimed a connection between Plantagenet, Plantt and Plant as well
as between Plantagenet, Warren and Waring.  This development in the DNA project is dealt with in more detail by Dr John

Plant in this journal.

If any one member of our family can be considered as the originator of the Plant’s connections with the pottery industry in

the UK it was Benjamin Plant.  Included in this journal is an article on this Master Potter who was born in 1754.

Some time ago, someone, somewhere told me of a Plant who married General Montgomery.  If anybody is aware of this

connection, please contact me so that we can decide if it is worth carrying out further investigations.
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The GRO Index programme is continuing and all Plant births and marriages have been extracted for the years 1837 to 1860.

The only problem that we have is that some of the records which have been taken from the Micro fiche held at Cheshire

FHS Library are unreadable and will need checking against more readable copies or the originals at the Family Record

Centre.   The  next  journal  will  contain  a  list  of  the  unreadable  entries  so  that  any members  working on the  index for  the

period in question can carry out a quick check and extract the relevant information.

Dr Dale Smith (member no. 222) has completed a 61 page study into the descendants of Richard Plant, baptised in 1792,

Burslem  and  who  married  Maria  Grocat  on  27  March  1815  in  Norton  of  the  Moors,  Staffs.   A  branch  of  the  family

emigrated to the USA and Dale Smith is descended from this branch.  If any member thinks they are connected please

contact Dale direct (see list of Members for contact details) or myself.

Finally, best wishes for the rest of this year.  I  need more articles.  I  have plenty of lists – what I would like are personal

stories of how you are progressing with your researches so that this information and its source can be passed on to other

members.  If one of the theories highlighted by the initial DNA results that all the Plants originated/developed in one area is

correct,  then  we  must  be  more  closely  related  than  we  thought  with  a  later  breaking  away  than  previously  thought  and

maybe if we exchange information we might find more connections.

Whilst writing this introduction and particularly the exchange of information mentioned in this last paragraph, I began to

think about how we could use member’s research information on a demographic study by county of the UK distribution of

Plants in the 17th and 18th centuries, i.e., before the effects of the Industrial Revolution and its resultant migration.  This

study could also incorporate information by county from the IGI.  I will therefore give this possible study some thought and

hopefully come up with some proposals in the next journal.  If anybody has any ideas, please contact me.

I think that is about enough for this introduction.  It is already longer than I intended.

Best regards

W Keith Plant

PS Due to space restrictions, it is not possible to include in this journal any detailed UK 1881 Census Returns.

However, the January 2005 journal will include the returns for Buckinghamshire, Essex, Hertfordshire, Sussex and

Kent.
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NEW MEMBERS

212 Mrs Rosalie G Kneller (nee Plant)

When she joined the Group the only information that Rosalie had relative to her ancestors, was that her father had been born

in 1904.

Family folklore has it  that there was a connection with the pottery industry and the sale of the business to Wedgewoods.

Rosalie can remember that many years ago, when visiting her elder brother, he actually took her round the pottery

accompanied by a man who was keeping the kilns going.  She remembers it was round some side streets, the pottery being

situated off one of the side streets.  They did beautiful work and some hand painting.

By using the Civil Registration records, the IGI, and the Census returns, it has been possible to establish a line back from

Harry Cuthbert Halewood Plant who was married to Rosalie’s grandmother.

George Halewood Plant

m Ann Livesley (St Nicholas, Liverpool 5 Sep 1818)

Thomas Livesley Plant Henry

bt Wibsey Bradford, 26 Feb 1820 Ann

 m Jane Horne 1845 West Bromwich Jane

George

Alfred

William George Plant Alfred C Plant

b 1846 Warwick bt 15 Aug 1858 (St Mary Handsworth)

m Esther Holloway

Harry Cuthbert Halewood Plant Elsie Plant

b 1871 Olton, Warwick b 1876 Solihull

It can be seen from the tree above that the family moved around a bit and from the census returns and PR’s it has been

possible to establish that the family were mainly merchants or commercial salesmen involved in goods.

George Halewood Plant married in St Nicholas Church, Liverpool, but he was not baptised there.  He was a book keeper at

the time of his marriage.

Therefore, Rosalie is stuck looking for the berth of GHP circa 1785/95.  The problem is that he could be anywhere.  The

Halewood name may help as this may have been the maiden name of his mother/grandmother and Halewood is a name local

to Liverpool.  I suspect the answer may be in this area.

The latest information from Rosalie is that she now has a lead on HCH Plant in the Stoke area so the Potteries connection

may yet be proved.

221 Mrs Sue Tudor Stoke Climsland, Cornwall

Following an insertion by Sue in the Web Site Guest book exchange messages took place.  She had been in touch with Ron

Plant in Australia and John Plant of Barlaston who was the last Managing Director of the Pottery Company, RH & SL Plant

which has been featured in the Journal on a number of occasions.  Both Ron and John are related to Sue’s husband whose

mother was a Plant.
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Her specific interest was therefore RH & SL Plant & Co and as a result of information that she forwarded to the Journal, the

article on Benjamin Plant, Master Potter in this Journal was prepared.

During our exchange of information Sue brought to my attention on her husband’s Plantline.  Apparently there is a Plant

female who was married to Nevolle Chamberlain’s (Prime Minister of England in the late 1930’s) son.  Together with Ron

Plant, the family are at present trying to establish the actual evidence to confirm the fact.  At the moment it is family
information only, although they do have a wedding photograph.

As the Chamberlains lived in the Birmingham area and Stoke, where RH & SL Plant and Company was situated

geographically close, I suppose the connection is quite possible.  If anybody is aware of this connection please let me know.

222 Dr Dale J Smith Colorado, USA

Dr Smith is descended from a Richard Plant bt 1792 in Burslem (son of Richard and Ann) who married Maria Grocat 1815

in Norton of the Moors.  The family lived in the North Staffs area before emigrating to the USA in the second half of the

19th century.

Dale has completed a 61 page study of Richard Plant’s descendants, a copy of which has been forwarded to Staffordshire
County Record Office.

To get further back, the missing connection is the first Richard Plant, born circa 1772 and who married Ann circa 1790.

However, there is no appropriate record in the Staffordshire Marriage Index.  A study of the Burslem PR confirms the

baptism on 1 July 1792 of Richard, son of Richard and Ann Plant but no siblings are shown.  There is, however, a baptism

at Bucknall – cum Bagnall on 29 December 1771 of Richard, son of Richard and Elizabeth Plant.  Three other children,

Hannah, John and Elizabeth were baptised 1768, 1774 and 1777 respectively, probably the children of Richard Plant, a

potter from Stoke and Hannah Key from Stoke who were married at Bucknall on 11 December 1769.  Maybe Elizabeth and

Hannah were the same person.  The interesting thing is that Bucknall cum Bagnall is an adjacent parish to Burslem and

Norton in the Moors, this giving added weight to this possible connection.  Further investigation is obviously required

starting with the records at Staffordshire County Record Office.

WKP note – If I get chance on my next visit I will investigate.

223  Colin Plant Aylesbury, Bucks

Through the Web Site Colin forwarded the only information that he had on his forebears, namely:

Father - Ernest Charles Plant bn 1905 Canning Town.

G. Father Charles Plant bn 1868 Islington.

GG Father William Plant bn 1827 Nottingham.

A quick look at the 1881 Census established the family as living in Southcoates Yorkshire, William being a grocer born
Nottingham and Charles bn London.  The family moved from London circa 1873.

The 1901 Census confirmed the information in the 1881 Census.

Further research is now required in the Nottingham area.  I wonder if there is any connection with Edmund Harris Plant

born 1844 and Charles Frederick Plant born 1843 Nottingham who emigrated to Queensland, Australia and were involved

with the gold rush of the 1860’s – see previous journals.

224 Mrs Kathleen Bean Stockton-on-Tees

Kathleen is tracing her husband’s ancestors.  He is descended from a John Plant who married Mary Evort in Grinton, North
Yorkshire in May 1671.  Several of John’s descendants migrated to the Durham coalfields in the mid 19th century, one of

whom was the great grandfather of Kathleen’s husband.  This was one Edward Plant who was born in Cassop, Co. Durham

in 1848.  Edward’s daughter, Isabella (born 1882), was Kathleen’s husband’s maternal grandmother.

Based  on  Kathleen’s  researches,  there  was  a  fairly  large  Plant  Group  in  that  area  of  Co.  Durham  at  that  time.   In  the

Cassop/Kelloe parish the senior males all came from the same area of Yorkshire following a similar occupation, i.e.,

carpenter, joiner or waggonwright, presumably migrating to Durham in search of employment.
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Kathleen would like to hear from any member who had an ancestor who went ‘walkabout’ in the 17th century and ended up

in Yorkshire.

225 Mr Richard Plant Scarborough, Yorkshire

Again, the Web Site was the first ‘port of call’, for Richard who then contacted the Group.

Richard’s information on his ancestors was somewhat limited but what he did know was that his father John Clifford Plant

was born 4 November 1918 in Boston, Lancs., and that John Clifford Plant’s mother’s name was Dorothy.  So the first port

of call was the GRO Index looking for a John Clifford or possibly a Clifford John Plant.

Nothing in the forth quarter 1918 but the first quarter 1919 was, John C Plant, mother’s maiden name = Williams,

Registration  District,  Prescot,  Lancs.,  Vol.  No.  8b,  Page  1007.   As  the  district  did  not  tie  up  with  Boston as  the  place  of

birth, earlier index records were investigated and the following found:

1st Qtr. 1915 John C Plant, mother’s maiden name = Hill, Registration district – Spilsby, Lancs., Vol. No. 7a, Page 1019.

3rd Qtr. 1914 John C Plant, mother’s maiden name = Williams, Registration district = Wellington, Shrop., Vol. No. 6a, Page
not known.

Now either John Clifford Plant was not born in Boston (possibly he moved there when very young) or he had his birth year

wrong and it was 1915 not 1918.

Incidentally, over the three year period investigated there was no Plant births registered in Boston.  Therefore we have three

possibilities and the only thing to do is to look at each certificate to see if his name is John Clifford Plant and his mother’s

given name Dorothy.  Hopefully we will then be in a position to move into the 19th century.

226  Mrs Valerie Hall Bradwell, Hope Valley

Following discussions with Judith Kirkby (Member No. 139), Valerie, on the suggestion of Judith, joined the Group.  They

are both descended from the Plant clan living in the Buxton area at the end of the 18th century and more specifically, John

Renshaw who married Frances Plant on 5 March 1777 at Earls Sterndale.  This Frances may have been Valerie’s 4 X Gt.

Grandmother and the second wife of John Renshaw.

Valerie has searched most of the PR’s in this area including Staffordshire and Cheshire trying to find her family but to no

avail, and it is probable that either Frances or her family moved into the area for reasons of work.
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MEMBER’S LETTERS

From Judith Kirkby  Member No. 139

Dear Keith

I  am  still  researching  the  family  of  Martha  Plant,  one  of  the  twin  daughters  of  Sarah  (nee  Bagshaw)  and  George  Plant.

Martha was born in 1922, married Jonathan Jackson at Prestbury, Cheshire, in 1840 and died in 1883.  Thanks to a couple of

most helpful correspondents, I now have some more information about Sarah Bagshaw’s family, including photos of the

family graves at Earl Sterndale.  However, I am still looking for more information regarding George Plant’s siblings,

parents, etc., and hope one of the Plant Group members may be able to help me.

Also, I have acquired, from one of these correspondents, a certified copy of the birth certificate of James Plant, born in 1918

at New Mills, Derbyshire, the son of William and Sarah.  I also have some of his army papers, which would make a useful

and poignant addition to the relevant family tree.  Do any of your members lay claim to James?  His army papers describe

him as ‘a man who has always done the work asked of him with cheerfulness.  A reliable and trustworthy worker.  He has a

fine bearing and his appearance is always good’ – he sounds a good ancestor to have!

Thanking you in anticipation of your help through ‘Roots and Branches’.

Yours sincerely Judith Kirkby.

From Audrey Hunt Member No. 202

You asked if any one has used the site www.1837online.com , I have been using it since it started.

Good & Bad Points:- As I can not get to any of the district or main registration offices in person this is the only way I can
find indexes that are not on FreeBMD. (which is almost impossible to get onto over a weekend or evening as the demand is

so heavy the servers can not cope).

You can  order  certificates  via  this  Web site  which  can  be  dispatched within  4  days,  it  normally  take  about  7  -  8  days  to

arrive at the cost of £7.00 each.

The scans cover the whole period from 1837 to about 2001 so you can look for any records you need sitting at your PC.

(while looking for a family member the other day I came across my mum's birth, I have her birth certificate already but it

still brought tears to my eyes)

It can be expensive and very time consuming depending on the details you have on the person you are looking for.  If you

know the year and the surname is unusual you can be lucky and only have to look up one or two pages in each quarter to
find the index, cost can be as little as 10p - 80p

If you are looking for a Peter Smith and have to cover say three years it could cost you £3.00 or £4.00

Once you get to the end of 1912 for marriages, it is a bit easier as the female surname is also given, if both names are known

to you before you start looking you have a better chance of sending for the correct certificate.  Births from the end of 1911

also give the mothers maiden name, this is great if you are just looking for any likely children or for a child with a common

first name.

As I am impatient and can not wait for years until all the records are on FreeBMD or for the next census to come on line it

suits me to have the information available if and when I need an index.

Kind Regards - Audrey Hunt
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From Heather Plant Member No. 113

Dear Keith

Could you please update my members interests to the following: L19c Islington, Hackney & Shoreditch, Middlesex.

Pre 1850’s Sacombe, Stapleford & Hertford, Hertforshire.

I have been searching for the past 10 years for our Plant family.  The 1881 Census gave us the details of George and Isabella

Plant in Hackney, Middlesex with their 5 week old son, George, who was my husband’s Grandfather.  In the 1891 Census

Isabella was a widow, so the search went to the death indexes where George (now William George Plant) died 27-10-1890

at Hackney aged 36 years.

I cannot find any record of his birth as yet.  However, I have finally located his marriage to Isabella Long at Edmonton on

12 July 1875.  Finally I know that his father was Joseph Plant, Baptised 30 March 1823 at Sacomb, Hertfordshire and

married Mary Andrews, 21 April 1845 at Stapleford, Hertfordshire.  Eldest daughter, Maria, was born in 1844 (the year

before the marriage) at Stapleford.  Other children were born at Islington (from 1847) and Hackney (Kingsland) from 1852.

Joseph and Mary Plant were found in the 1851 Census at Albion Place, Islington, with daughter Maria (6), also Rebecca (3)
and Charles (6 months).

In the 1861 Census at 9 Tranquil Place, West Hackney, Joseph and Mary Plant were living with Daughter Rebecca (13) and

son Charles, (9).  Also listed was daughter, Ann aged 9 (same age as Charles) and Rebecca Andrews who was Mary’s sister

and George Andrews who was listed as both son and nephew, aged 7.

Suspicions begin to set in, is George an Andrew or a Plant?  A search of the indexes doesn’t prove anything as, which of the

certificates do you order on a limited budget?

The 1871 Census has only Joseph and Mary Plant living at the same address, 9 Tranquil Place.

The 1881 Census has Jacob and Rebecca Plant living at number 4 Tranquil Place.  A search of the death indexes shows

Mary’s death 20 November 1871 at 9 Tranquil Place, Kingsland, Hackney.

Then  a  search  of  the  marriage  indexes  shows,  surprise,  surprise,  for  there  is  a  marriage  for  Joseph  Plant,  widower,  and

Rebecca Andrews, on 20 May 1872 at Shoreditch.  Further searches of the death indexes found that Rebecca (Andrews)

Plant died in 1892 aged 65 and Joseph Plant died 1898 aged 73, both at Hackney.

Will I ever know if Joseph loved both sisters or was loyal to Mary by marrying her after the birth of their illegitimate child

or did he love Rebecca and were the children, Ann and George, the result of a liaison with Rebecca.  (An Ann Andrews was

born in Hackney in 1852).  He was not legally entitled to marry Rebecca in 1872 as it  was then against the law to marry

one’s wife’s sister.

I have found 3 generations of William Plant as follows:  Joseph was the son of William Plant and Ann/Mary Head who were

married 7 July 1810 at Sacombe, Hertfordshire.  William, who was baptised 25 June 1786 at Stapleford was the son of

William Plant and Ann Smyth who were married 1 May 1780 at Bengeo, Hertfordshire, this William Plant was baptised 30

August  1752 at  Hertford  and was  the  son of  William Plant  and Mary Hirst  who married  25  December  1743 at  Hertford,

Hertfordshire.

There doesn’t appear to be any other Plant members searching the above lines so I can only hope that sometime in the future

someone will prove a connection to these Plants.

Regards Heather Plant
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From Kenneth Plant Member No. 213

Dear Keith

Please find enclosed cheque for my renewal for 2004, also a Photostat of a bill for shoe repairs I have, dated 1860, from an

E Plant (shoe repairer) to a Mr Heald who was a watch repairer.  They both lived in Wisbech (Cambs.).  A few years ago in
Wisbech a shop was being altered and a cupboard came to light and inside was a stack of old bills etc., of Mr Heald.  I was

given the chance to sort through them and I found this bill from E Plant which I kept.  I don’t know if this information will

be of use to any members, but it does prove that there was a Plant living in Wisbech in 1860.

Hope you find this of interest. Yours sincerely Kenneth Plant

WKP note If any member is connected to E Plant (Shoe Repairer) of Wisbech please contact me and I will forward a

copy of the bill to you.



Chapter 28

Plant meaning and some similar names
June 2004. One of a series of Chapters by Dr. John S. Plant, Keele University, England, ST5 5BG.

ORIGINS OF PLANTA AND PLANTAGENET AND THE SEMANTIC
1

GROUNDING OF PLANT

T he name Planta dates back to Roman times and planta is one of the few Latin words that survived

from those times into the first 150 years of Anglo-Saxon English. By the times of the first

evidence for the Plant surname, related ideas were flooding into Middle English such as from the

French verb planter. Consideration can be given to the role of the Plantagenet name, which is

a fascinating topic in itself, though there were other influences for the meaning of Plant. Such

influences can be brought together in a general scheme of the Great Chain of Being. In particular,

the different meaning of planta than the modern meanings of plant allowed a salient metaphor to

develop which involved life’s origins and, though now archaic, it appears that this dominated the

Plant name’s initial meaning.

28.1 Roman Planta and some early semantic clues

C lues to the origins and meaning of Plant have been sought in evidence for similar names. Tradi-

tionally, a connection to Plantagenet was supposed in 18622 and to Plantebene and Planterose

in 19583. More recent investigations have given cause to reassess these claimed connections as has

been detailed in earlier Chapters, and this can be outlined as follows...

1862 book — Though an 1862 book noted that the Plant surname ‘was supposed to be corrupted from

Plantagenet’ the Plants do not appear to have been their assorted servants since the initial DNA

evidence indicates that the Plants are largely a single family. As yet, there are still some impediments

to the DNA testing of male-line descent from the Plantagenets though it remains possible that there

may have been some influence on the Plant name from the famous Geoffrey Plante Genest who

founded the 12th century Angevin Empire and who fathered the so-called ‘Plantagenet’ kings of

England.

1958 Surname Dictionary — The Dictionary of British Surnames (DBS) deduces from the ‘similar’

names Plantebene and Planterose that the Plant name means ‘gardener’. The evidence for the Plant

name in England is widely spread from early times and, with this, it has been supposed that the

name had multiple genetic origins with the meaning ‘gardener’. However the DNA evidence does

not confirm that the name originated as several different genetic families. Furthermore, there are

other explanations for Plantebene and Planterose and there are other Plant-like names that do not fit

a ‘gardener’ meaning. The cited evidence in the DBS was around East Anglia though the princi-

pal Plant homeland is near Wales and, here in particular, there is strong evidence for the alternative

meaning ‘children’.

1I am grateful to Professor Mick Short of Lancaster University for the gift of a well chosen book on cognitive metaphor

theory.
2John Sleigh (1862) A History of the Ancient Parish of Leek, p33.
3P.H.Reaney (1958) Dictionary of British Surnames.
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The DBS lists the names Child and Children indicating that such meaning is valid for a surname.

The DNA evidence indicates that the Plants originated as the children of a single family and this

fits with semantic evidence that plant could at that time have meant offspring. It is accordingly

appropriate to revisit the question of how such a meaning could have arisen for Plant.

28.1.1 The Roman name Planta

F
or the purposes of compiling a background of similar names it may be noted that there is an

isolated mention of Planta almost two millennia ago. Just 3 years after the Roman invasion of

Britain, there is mention of Julius Planta in an edict of the Roman Emperor Claudius.

Apart from a brief incursion into Britain by Julius Caesar, the Roman army first launched its

attack on Britain in 43AD. Claudius had given orders to his General Plautius not to enter the British

capital but to wait until he, the Emperor, arrived4. Claudius was away from Rome for 6 months,

sailing along the Tiber to Ostia, by Ship to Messalina, then traveling through Gaul to the Channel.

Suertonius wrote ‘he fought no battle, nor did he suffer any casualties’. The Romans eventually

reached Chester and Flintshire’s lead and silver by around 60-70AD.

An edict5 of the Roman emperor Claudius of 46AD granted citizenship to people living near

modern Trento in the Italian Alps and includes..

I have for the matter under consideration sent Julius Planta, my friend and advisor. And

since he has investigated and examined the matter with the utmost care, in consultation with

my procurators, both those who were in the vicinity and those in other parts of the region,

with regard to all other matters I grant him permission to make decision and render judgment

As a close advisor to the Roman emperor, Julius Planta could have had links to almost anywhere in

the Roman empire.

28.1.2 Some similar names in Europe

O
ver 800 years after the times of Julius Planta, at the end of the reign of Charles le Chauve

of France, a new Duchy of Aquitaine was begun with count Bernard Planta Pilus (in Latin)

or Plantevelue (in French), who had exerted his authority first on l’Auvergne and le Velay (869-

72AD). According to the IGI for Continental Europe, and other sources of limited reliability6 , the

name Plantard is supposed to date back that far. With this controversial claim, the Plantard family

was said to include Bernard Planta-Pilus (Plantevelue) and it was said to have descended from the

Merovingian king Dagobert II. This has been substantially questioned and dubbed The Plantard

Subplot7 of a popular mystery that is centred on Rennes-le-Chateau. Though disputed, its relevance

is that the associated ‘so-called Razes genealogy’ includes the names Plantard, Plantevelue, Plan-

tamour, and Planta. Certainly, the 9th century existence of Bernard Plantevelue (Planta Pilus) is

widely accepted and there is modern evidence for the name Plantamour. In modern France, the

name Plantard is found mostly in Brittany and also near Switzerland where there is evidence also

for the noble name Planta.

28.1.3 The Latin word planta in Britain and Old Norse kennings

T he Romans left Britain in 410AD and Latin was largely lost. It was not until later that there

was a resumed influence of Latin in Britain through the Roman Church in particular. In 491AD

the Frisian tribes of Angles, Saxons, and Jutes landed at Pevensey bringing their Germanic dialects

4
http://www.romans-in-britain.org.uk/his claudius the final conquest.htm

5
http://www.personal.kent.edu/˜bkharvey/roman/texts/citizen.htm – I am grateful to

Mme. Nanette Pafumi of Switzerland for drawing my attention to this web site.
6Michael Baigent, Richard Leigh, and Henry Lincoln (1982) The Holy Blood and the Holy Grail.
7
http://chuma.cas.usf/˜dietrich/rennes-summary.html – I am grateful to Andreas Ardus of Es-

tonia for drawing my attention to this web site.
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which formed the basis of Old English. At that time it is conjectured that most people in Britain

were speaking Celtic though this was maginalised and only about 20 Celtic words survived into

English. Only about 200 Latin words are found in the first 150 years of Anglo-Saxon rule and one

of these is planta8. The Latin word planta can mean ‘shoot for propagation’ (cf. the emergence of

new life) or ‘sole of foot’ (cf. man’s contact with the earth). In mythical tradition, life emerged from

the earth. The two senses of planta can be brought together in as much as both relate loosely to

life’s foundations.

Many early Plant-like names are compounds of two words. A particular linguistic feature around

the times of Bernard Planta-Pilus was Old Norse kennings which may have held relevance through

Old English and Old French for such compound names. These kennings are typically composites

of metonymies and image metaphors. One type of metonymy is where a part stands for the whole.

In metaphor the logic of one conceptual domain is mapped onto another. In image metaphor the

image of one thing is mapped onto the other. A detailed analysis of the nature of kennings can be

complex. Understanding of them in the times they were used could have been aided by the fact that

much of the metaphor and metonymy that kennings contain may have been conventionalised, that is

made part of an everyday conceptual system and thus used automatically, effortlessly, and without

conscious awareness9. Lakoff and Turner (1989)10 remark:-

Kennings are an extreme example of how metaphor and metonymy can interact to form a

unified interpretation. What makes kennings special, from our point of view, is the complexity

of composition they show — the sheer density of image-metaphor and metonymy.

Old English examples are beadoleoma (battle-light) meaning ‘sword’, hwaelweg (whale-way) mean-

ing ‘sea’, and waeghengest (wave-steed) meaning ‘ship’11. In ‘whale-way’ the two dimensional

metaphorical image of a path is mapped onto part of the sea’s surface and, with metonymy whereby

a part can stand for the whole, this stands for the sea. An Old Norse piece of literature can be trans-

lated as ‘The bear of the masthead knobs leapt over the peaks of the whale house’ and, in this, the

phrase ‘masthead knobs’ evokes by metonymy a ship’s sailing gear such that the associated ‘bear’

then metaphorically evokes a sailing ship, while ‘whale house’ evokes the sea and ‘peaks’ evokes

its waves.

28.1.4 Origins of the word plant and some clues for related names

T he Oxford English Dictionary12 (OED) includes some indications of the early origins of English

words. For the etymology of the noun
1 sense of plant, it lists a number of similar words to

planta throughout Western and Northern Europe that can be judged to be adoptions of the Latin

word planta...

plant noun
1 — Old English plante feminine, adoption of Latin planta ‘sprout, slip, cutting,

graft’, whence also Old High German pflanza, Old Norse planta. Later senses are affected by

medieval or modern uses of Latin planta, and by French plante, or are direct derivatives of

the English verb to plant, or adoption of French plant ‘action of planting; plants collectively

for planting out’, from planter ‘to plant’.

The OED also traces back the English verb plant to c825AD listing for its etymology..

to plant verb - Old English plantian adoption of Latin plantare ‘to plant, fix in place’ cf. plant

noun
1. The sense-development agrees in the main with that of the French planter (12th

century) (:- Latin plantare).

Plant-like names in England, such as Plantebene, are traceable back to the late 12th and the 13th

8Melvyn Bragg (2003) The Adventure of English: the Biography of a Language, pps 6, 21.
9George Lakoff and Mark Turner (1989) More than Cool Reason: A Field Guide to Poetic Metaphor, pps 103-4.

10Lakoff and Turner (1989) ibid, p106.
11Simon Winchester (2003) The Meaning of Everything: The Story of the Oxford English Dictionary, p 8.
12
http://dictionary.oed.cm/
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century. By then Old English was dying out following the 11th century usage of Norman French by

the upper classes and the use of Latin by the Church. By then, many Latin based French words were

adopted into English. Together these developments mark the beginnings of Middle English which

became the dominant language in England in the 14th century13.

As already indicated, the assimilation of the Latin word planta into Anglo-Saxon English, in

which it is said to mean ‘shoot’, can be traced back much earlier. Also the French Plant-like name

Plantevelue dates back to before the first evidence for the Plant surname. Furthermore late-medieval

influences from the Continent on the English language cannot be ignored when considering the

earliest evidence for Plant and similar names in England.

28.1.5 A metaphorical basis to the developing meaning of Plant-like names

D ictionaries are not always good at listing metaphorical sense to words, particularly when an ar-

chaic philosophy is involved. However the OED does list ‘young person’ as an archaic meaning

of the English word plant. This is based on the noun
1 sense of plant which the OED traces back to

c825AD.

For the name Sprig we can imagine a direct metaphorical image mapping of a twig onto a

thin person. The DBS lists an occurrence of the name Sprig in Norfolk in 1199 and Sprigge in

Derbyshire in 1206, noting the Middle English meaning ‘twig’ of sprigge and a dialect meaning of

sprig as ‘a small slender person’.

The meaning of the 9th century name Plantevelue (or Planta Pilus) is ‘hairy shoot for propaga-

tion’. This seems to imply something more complex than a direct image mapping on to a ‘hairy

thin person’. The OED14 lists for example ‘sprig’ or ‘scion’ or ‘young person’ for plant and gives

‘young person’ or ‘young nobleman’ as possible meanings of the words sprig and scion. Here,

the metaphorical mapping can be taken to be on to a part of a person which can then stand by

metonymy for the whole person. Though a delicate subject, Plantevelue seems to map, at least sub-

consciously, as an image metaphor on to a generative part and then by metonymy onto the whole of

a man with powers of generation. The same can be said for other names: Plantamour (love-shoot),

Planterose (augmented-shoot), Plantard (ardent-shoot or squared timber), Plantaporrets (porrected-

shoot), Plantefolie (wickedness-shoot). Applying the Politeness maxim of Consideration (the so-

called Pollyanna Principle)15 these almost-subliminal mappings can be modified by substituting

‘offshoot’ for ‘shoot’.

As well as the ‘shoot’ meaning of Anglo-Saxon English plante, French sense can be expected

to have come into play for 13th century Plante-like names. The ‘planted’ sense of the French past-

participle planté and the ‘action of planting’ sense of the French noun plant could have suffused

the earlier Anglo-Saxon ‘shoot’ meaning. This could have yielded such a meaning as ‘a planting

of seed’ or ‘planted seed’ for Plantebene and ‘planted wickedness’ for Plantefolie. Such sense can

evoke the outcome of not only vegetable but also human generation.

The Welsh senses of planta and plant are said to be adaptions from the Latin. The Welsh

meanings are ‘to beget children’ for planta and ‘children’ for plant. These can be understood as

arising from senses of the Latin planta pertaining to a shoot for propagation, a shoot grafted into

parent stock, or the offspring of parent seed. A fuller metaphorical mapping, tacitly involving human

generation, can accompany the aforementioned image mapping and metonymy for ‘shoot’. The

OED mentions the meaning ‘graft’ for planta and this conjoins the senses of ‘shoot’ and ‘offshoot’

13There was evidently a sea change from teaching in Grammar Schools in French to English around 1350. In 1362, for

the first time in almost 3 centuries, English was acknowledged as a language of official business. Many of the educated

lawyers, like the clergy, had died in the plague. In 1362 Parliament was opened in English though it was another 37 years

until the Lancastrian king Henry IV deposed Richard II with speeches (of deposing and of abdication) in English. Latin

and French had lost their grip as the languages of official business and the Church. Chaucer was the first great writer of

the newly emerged England. Melvyn Bragg (2003) ibid, pps 65-8.
14Oxford English Dictionary.
15Alan Cruse (2000) Meaning in Language: An Introduction to Semantics and Pragmatics, pps 366-7.
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in a manner that is also metaphorically applicable to ‘offspring’.

A more modern meaning of plant is a fully matured plant. The earlier meanings ‘shoot’,

‘graft’, and ‘offshoot’ are largely lost to modern English and, as a result, so are the aforemen-

tioned metaphorical associations. By returning to the earlier meanings it becomes clearer how plant

could come literally to mean ‘children’ in Welsh and how it similarly came figuratively to mean ‘a

young person’ (now rare) in English16. For the early meaning of plant it seems that there was a

strong metaphorical basis of meaning as ‘young life’ and this will be discussed further later in this

Chapter.

28.2 The credibility of the Plantagenet claim

T he Plant surname can be associated with a general culture of Plant-like names and their mean-

ings. It does not necessarily relate just to Plantagenet, though the fact that the Plants’ principal

homeland can be traced back to the times and locality of the ‘Plantagenet Palatine of Chester’ means

that it is not unreasonable to turn some attention to the 1862 claim that the Plant name ‘is supposed

to be corrupted from Plantagenet’. There is then a weakness to consider in this approach which

is the dearth of evidence that the so-called royal ‘Plantagenets’ were indeed using the Plantagenet

name when the Plant surname originated.

28.2.1 Vicary Gibbs’ opinion concerning the Plantagenet surname

A
n opinion concerning the evidence for Plantagenet has been given in The Complete Peerage.

The Plantagenet name can properly be associated with the last of the ‘Plantagenet’ kings,

namely Edward IV and Richard III. However, before the times of their father Richard Plantagenet,

Duke of York, the evidence for the Plantagenet name is sparse.

Vicary Gibbs was the editor of Volumes I to IV, and co-editor of Volume V, of The Complete

Peerage which has appeared in 14 volumes progressively through the 20th century. Its alternative

title is A History of the House of Lords and all its members from the Earliest Times. Writing around

the times of Edward VII’s death in 1910, he refers rather oddly to the Plantagenets as the ‘Edwardian

kings’17:-

It is much to be wished that the surname “Plantagenet”, which since the times of Charles II,

has been freely given to all descendants of Geoffrey of Anjou, had some historical basis which

would justify its use, for it forms a most convenient method of referring to the Edwardian

kings and their numerous descendants. The fact is, however, as has been pointed out by Sir

James Ramsay and other writers of our day, that the name, although a personal emblem of the

aforesaid Geoffrey, was never borne by any of his descendants before Richard Plantagenet,

Duke of York (father of Edward IV), who assumed it, apparently about 1448. V.G.

This often quoted passage has been variously interpreted. Some have commented that the statement

is fallacious in that we can not know that ‘[the Plantagenet surname] was never borne by any of

his descendants before ... 1448’. Others say this is argumentum ad ignorantum and V.G. is simply

implying that we are ignorant of the fact that the surname was so borne before 1448. In a technical

sense18, a ‘surname’ can be deemed ‘not to have existed’ before such times as those for which we

know of contemporary evidence for it over at least three consecutive generations.

In particular some have supposed that V.G. was proclaiming an expert opinion that the Planta-

genet ‘surname’ was never used before 1448 as there would be more evidence for it if it had been.

If the latter was indeed V.G.’s intended construal, there is a counter-argument. Primary evidence

16In Cognitive Metaphore theory, Literal Meaning Theory is challenged — there is a metaphorical basis to much which

is often divided, sometimes rather arbitrarily, into ‘literal’ or ‘figurative’.
17The Complete Peerage, vol I, p 183, note (c), ed. Vicary Gibbs, 1910.
18Genealogists do not consider a name useful as a surname unless there is contemporary evidence that it was used over

three generations such that it can be used to connect grandfather to grandson.
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for the use of the Plantagenet name could be missing because of Lancastrian or Tudor policy —

wider use of the name could have been later revived, not invented, in the times of the Stuart dynasty

though this constitutes only secondary evidence for its possible early widespread use.

28.2.2 Some possible explanations of the gap in the record for Plantagenet

S
urviving evidence remains for ‘Plantagenet’ name as a name of Geoffrey of Anjou (1113-51),

the founder of the so-called “Plantagenet” dynasty. Volume XI of The Complete Peerage cites

the mention of Plante Genest in the works of the Norman poet Wace (1135-74)19 and Plantegenest

by Jean de Marmoutier (c1170-75)20 . There is also mention of an unknown Galfrido Plauntegenet

in the 1266 Close Rolls. Apart from these scant mentions however, there is a gap in the primary

evidence for the name until 1448 and this summarises the underlying truth to the above remarks by

Vicary Gibbs.

However there is extant primary source evidence for ‘Plantagenet-like’ names, such as Planteng’

and Plantyn, in connection with the ‘Warren-Plantagenet’ branch of the family which descended

from an illegitimate half brother of Henry II (reigned 1154-89). On the other hand the Lancastrian

branch descended from a brother of Edward I (reigned 1272-1307) and they feuded with the Warrens

from c1320 suggesting that primary evidence for the Warrens may have been destroyed particularly

after the Lancastrians took the crown in 1399. There is primary evidence that the Lancastrians’

subsequent rivals, from the House of York, used Plantagenet as a royal surname though this ceased

when the crown was taken by the Tudors in 1485. Given the Tudors’ destruction of evidence, and

their attempts to strengthen just their own claim to the crown, it is uncertain what should be made

of the gap in record for the Plantagenet name in the surviving records. It may be relevant that much

of the traditional Catholic documentation was destroyed with the Dissolution of the Monasteries by

the Tudor king Henry VIII (reigned 1509-47).

28.2.3 The Tudor succession and the Stuart revival of learning

Light on a motive that could have been driving the Tudors has recently attracted attention. There

is a longstanding theory that, following the slaughter of the last Plantagenet king at the battle of

Bosworth Field in 1485, the ensuing Tudor dynasty doctored the evidence to strengthen their claim

to the crown. For example, there was evidently a Tudor campaign to discredit Richard III (king

1483-5) who had ascended the throne with the ruling that the children of his eldest brother, Edward

IV, were illegitimate. Parliament had confirmed the bastardy of Edward IV’s children on 25 June

1483 and Richard was crowned king on 6th July. However, after Henry VII’s defeat of Richard

at the battle of Bosworth Field in 1485, the new Tudor dynasty legitimised Edward IV’s children.

This conveniently legitimised the new king’s wife. The first Tudor king had little claim to the crown

except by subsequent marriage to a child of Edward IV (1462-83) and a weak line of descent from

the Lancastrians. It is estimated that there were at least 29 others with stronger claims21.

At the time of the Dissolution of the Monasteries the tomb of Richard III was desecrated and

his remains were scattered in the River Soar. Around this time untold records were destroyed. A

contentious image of an evil cripple has persisted for the last Plantagenet, Richard III, not least

because of Shakespeare’s version of him in the eponymous play written in Tudor times. Recently

revealed evidence however has supported a view that Richard III was merely protecting his valid

line of Plantagenet succession. It seems that not only the children of Edward IV were illegitimate,

by the technicality of a predated marital agreement, but that Edward IV himself was illegitimate

by wifely infidelity22. Richard Plantagenet, Duke of York was evidently not Edward IV’s genetic

father since the records of Rouen Cathedral show that he was away from his wife, Cecily Neville,

19
http://user.itl.net/˜geraint/wace.html

20
http://www.heraldica.org.topics/le-mans.htm

21Michael S Bennett (1994) Richard III, On Trial for Murder: The Case for and against England’s most notorious King.
22
http://channel4.com/history/microsites/H/history/heads/footnotes/monarch.html
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at the time of conception. This makes it more difficult to explain away the testimony of Dominic

Maccini, an Italian visitor to London in the summer of 1483, who stated that Cecilly herself ‘fell

into a frenzy’ and in her frenzy made the accusation that her son Edward IV was illegitimate, adding

that she would be prepared to testify before a public enquiry that it was indeed the case23.

It hence becomes more understandable why, after the Tudors had swept away Richard III, they

were apparently intent upon removing alternative claims to the throne. Almost any direct male-line

descendant of the Plantagenets might rally a claim to the throne and it can be supposed that evidence

of the Plantagenet name may have been thought to be better suppressed. More specifically, Richard

III’s nephew, Edward Plantagenet, Earl of Warwick was executed on Tower Hill in 1499. His sister

Margaret Plantagenet, Countess of Salisbury suffered the same fate in 1541.

As V.G. points out it is known that, from the times of the Stuart king Charles II (reigned 1660-

85), the Plantagenet name was freely used for all descendants of Geoffrey of Anjou. We might

wonder whether it is a correct construal of Vicary Gibbs to take it that this implies that it was just

a fabrication of a convenient terminology, from Stuart times, to start using the Plantagenet surname

more freely. This ignores another possibility. It is to those Stuart times of an advancement of

learning that our knowledge of the fuller use of Plantagenet as a surname is dated. Charles I had

been denounced as a Papist by the Puritans for his sub-Catholic ceremonials and then, following the

Restoration of the Monarchy, Charles II encouraged the advancement of learning granting a Charter

to the Royal Society24. The more liberal usage of the Plantagenet name could have been an attempt

to put the record straight or, at least, to return more nearly to a Catholic tradition that had pertained

before the destruction of records at the Dissolution. By then more open use of the Plantagenet name

may not have carried the same perception of threat and a suppressed tradition may have re-emerged.

28.2.4 Implications for the meaning of Plant

W hether or not there was an early cultural influence on Plant from the Plantagenet name, there

is sufficient primary evidence to suppose that Plantagenet was acceptable as a royal name at

least by 1448. It also seems clear that the name Plante Genest remained familiar from earlier times,

at least to some. The Complete Peerage, Vol. XI25 describes it as a famous nickname for the 12th

century Geoffrey, Count of Anjou; that is he who fathered the longest ruling dynasty of English

history. The rather similar names Planteng’ and Plantyn are found near the first known instances

of the spellings Plaunte, Plauntes, and Plante. The fame of the Plantagenet name when the Plant

surname was forming may have been significant though, to be strict, we can not be sure about the

extent of its fame or the extent of its influence on the origins of the Plant name.

28.3 How Plant can mean a person

T he prolific English name Plant is traceable back to the 14th century and, with different spellings,

to the 13th century. There were some similar names, some dating back earlier and some almost

as early, and these may have held a baser significance than Plantagenet. Notwithstanding how the

detailed influences may have worked, there was a culture supporting several such names around the

times of the first evidence for the Plant name. It is relevant to consider how the semantics of such

names worked. We may start with the name Plantebene.

28.3.1 Plantebene

T he earliest Plant-like name listed by the DBS is Plantebene though there is only an isolated

occurrence, in Norfolk dated 1199AD. The OED lists bene as traceable back to Old English

23
http://www.r3.org/bosworth/texts/jones.html

24Roy Strong (2000) The Spirit of Britain, pps 282, 295.
25The Complete Peerage, Vol. XI, Appendices, page 141, editor Geoffrey H. White (1949).
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and Old Norse (also Swedish and Danish) and Old Teutonic, perhaps from the root ba meaning

‘cry’. There are French and dialect senses of plante pertaining to ‘beaten’26. A sense relating

to ‘flagellated and lamenting’ can be conjured for Plantebene. This was evidently superseded by a

religious emphasis of sense, yielding ‘lament or prayer’ and, with examples dating back to c1000AD,

the OED lists the meaning of bene as ‘prayer, petition, boon; especially prayer to God’. The variant

spelling plaint also has sense as ‘petition or complaint’ reinforcing this sense to bene. However, the

further sense ‘boon’ to bene can be seen as a response to prayer and this can lead on to a ‘child’

sense as follows. The OED lists bene also as an obsolete form of bean (noun), been, or ben; the

latter, ben, is listed with examples dating back to 1375AD meaning ‘within, towards the inner part,

especially inner part of house’. With a presumption that such a meaning for ben dated back still

earlier, this can give sense to Plantebene as a ‘graft within’ or perhaps ‘an offspring within the

household’. Surnames often relate to origins and we can extract a basis of sense to Plantebene in

fetal origins within, or the wailing of a child within a household.

Early meanings of planta are ‘shoot’, ‘graft’, and ‘offshoot’ and they provide a metaphorical

basis whereby these, together with sense to bene, can evoke the origins of a child. The way this

works involves the so-called ‘Great Chain Metaphore’ and this will be described more fully below.

28.3.2 The Great Chain of Being

T he Great Chain of Being is a cultural model that concerns kinds of beings and their properties27 .

In particular the basic Great Chain, which considers the relation of humans to ‘lower’ forms

of existence such as plants, is extremely widespread. It occurs not only in Western culture but

throughout a wide range of the world’s cultures.

Generally we think of humans as higher order beings than animals, animals as higher than

plants, and plants as higher than inanimate substances. Often the basic Chain is subdivided to

include further detail such as king over peasants, lion above snail, tree above weed, pearl above soil.

In our cultural model of the basic Great Chain it is not our instincts that separate us from beasts,

because beasts also have instincts. The basic Great Chain makes it sensible for us to speak of our

‘bestial instincts’ and our ‘animal desires’.

In 13th century Western European scholasticism there are explicit descriptions of a similar,

though not identical, hierarchical scheme. This made it sensible to speak of man’s ‘sensory soul’

which was shared with animals whereas, in an extended Great Chain, man’s ‘rational soul’ was

shared with God. The extended Great Chain involves the relation of human beings to such higher

beings as society, God, and the universe. The Great Chain is found from ancient times to the present

though, at times, some of the implications of ‘higher’ over ‘lower’ have been challenged. For

example agricultural fertility, which may be thought to be near the bottom of the Chain, has often

been elevated to a deity.

The details of the extended Great Chain vary more between cultures than those of the basic

Great Chain. In medieval times spiritual light was involved in the workings of the soul and man’s

‘vegetable soul’ was shared with both animals and plants. The ‘vegetable soul’ can be related to

the basic Great Chain though the soul more generally involved spiritual aspects that related in the

contemporary philosophy to higher reaches of the extended Great Chain.

28.3.3 Plantagenet and the role of the vegetate

T he ‘sprig of broom’ of the ‘Plantagenets’ is claimed to have originated as the emblem of Ge-

offrey, Count of Anjou. However the choice of this emblem, if that is indeed how the name

originated, may not have been arbitrary. There may have been a regenerative basis for the elevation

of a sprig of broom, near the base of the Great Chain, to the surname of a royal family.

26This derives from the past participle of the Latin verb plango.
27Lakoff and Turner (1989) ibid, pps 166-8.
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Though not until two and a half centuries later than Plantevelue, the origins of the Plantagenet

name are associated with the same region of France as Plantevelue. For our semantic purposes, this

name can be taken to be a stylised restatement of Plantevelue’s ‘hairy-shoot’ meaning since Plan-

tagenet is usually said to mean ‘sprig of broom’ and such a sprig is an instance of a ‘hairy-shoot’.

The sprig planta genista can stand as autohyponymy for plante-velue and moreover, by metonymy,

it can evoke a medieval schema relating to the generative powers found in a man’s vegetable soul.

Lakoff and Turner (1989) remark28 ‘One kind of metonymy is the evocation of an entire schema by

mention of a part of that schema’. In ‘Plantagenet times’ there was a well developed philosophical

scheme for the vegetable soul29 and this reveals some contemporary concepts that may have been

salient at that time to higher meanings of such Plant-like names as Plantagenet.

Ideas about the vegetable operations of the soul were conducive to varying degress of spiritual

elevation and hence to varying extents of deference towards the royal ‘Plantagenet’ name. For Gros-

seteste in England the vegetable operations were part of a unified human soul physically motivated

by spritual light whereas, elsewhere, it was maintained that humans had a separate vegetable soul

that was baser than their more spiritual souls. Ideas about the vegetable operations of the soul in-

form us of relevant concepts for those times. Contemporary Green Man head carvings seemingly

depict this aspect of the soul as a vegetating plant within man. The Plant name can be taken to refer

to a vegetating plant within man and it can thereby be regarded as metonymy for a vegetate person,

that is one who is ‘endowed with life’, either spiritual or just functional life. Such sense persisted

at least from medieval times until the 18th century as can be gleaned for example from ‘Whether

they be Inanimata .. as the Minerals; or Animata, with life, Vegetat, Sensit, & Rational, Growing

thinges, as Hearbes.’ [J.Jones a1574 translation of Galen, De Elementis Ep. Ded. p ii]. The vegetate,

sensory, and rational were the prime formal aspects of the soul in 13th century writings and the

medical applications of herbs were associated with spiritual vertues (i.e. virtues or green powers).

28.3.4 The medieval Great Chain and metaphorical grounding

H igher creatures in the Great Chain of Being had powers that were additional to those of plants.

In addition to the vegetable soul, humans had sensory and rational powers of the soul. The veg-

etable soul had powers of nutrition, augmentation, and generation. The generative power extended

down to a level lower than plants, down to the generative power of minerals, as well as extending up

the Great Chain to human love. In Richard Rolle’s c1320 work on ‘The Fire of Love’, the elemental

substance fire was involved in love which extended all the way up to God’s love though this was

differentiated as a different kind of love from carnal love. The latter, according to Rolle, augmented

vetches (vicia or vice) though in place of vetches, according to the 14th century Pearl poet, broom

(sometimes regarded as a type of vetch) nourished beasts.

The higher a distinguishing attribute is on the Great Chain, the less generally accessible it is to

our perception and understanding. In other words, a less well understood attribute that is restricted

to the higher reaches of the Great Chain is less well suited as a metophorical grounding. The

14th century poet, William Langland, described love as the plante [or plente] of pes, most precious

of vertues indicating a metaphorical grounding of human love on the planting of pea seeds or,

in the case of divine love, on Jesus as the holy vine. We commonly relate human behaviour to

human attributes and, through the Great Chain, we can ground human behaviour metaphorically on

animal attributes. In medieval times, plants were ascribed both moral and physical attributes and,

with the commonality of man’s vegetable soul, man’s behaviour could be grounded not only on

animal attributes but on plant attributes. This grounding could be on the generic system of plants

which were ascribed the powers of generous nutrition, copious growth, and fertile generation (cf. the

Middle English spellings and meanings of plante and plente).

28Lakoff and Turner (1989) ibid, p 100.
29James McEvoy (1982) The Philosophy of Robert Grosseteste. Charles McKeon (1948) A Study of the Summa

Philosophae of the Pseudo-Grosseteste. See earlier Chapters by JSP for further details and references.
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28.3.5 Metaphore theory and Lionheart

A
ccording to cognitive metaphor theory30, the structure or image of a source is mapped onto that

of its target. Thus in the ‘People are Machines’ class of metaphor the parts and functions of a

machine are mapped on to a person, as in ‘The athlete notched up a gear’. This is different from the

‘Machines are People’ class of metaphor in which human attributes of will and desire are mapped

down to a machine, as in ‘The car did not want to start’. The direction of mapping is different

between these two classes of metaphor and so is what is mapped.

A specific metaphor such as ‘The Greek hero was a lion’ is said, in similarity theory, to work

by highlighting that a hero, such as Achilles, is similar to a lion with respect to what we take to be

a property of the lion, its courage. However Lakoff and Turner (1989)31 note that the courage of

a lion is different from the courage of a man. The metaphor is rather different from simply saying

either that ‘Achilles is courageous’ or ‘Achilles has the instincts of a lion’. Rather, ‘Achilles is a

lion’ first makes use of the Great Chain Metaphore by passing down the human attribute of courage

to a lion. This is then mapped on to the rigidity of a lion’s instincts. The Great Chain metaphor is

then used again, this time in the opposite direction, such that a ‘steadfast courage’ is mapped back

up on to Achilles.

With repeated iteration, down and up the Great Chain, a metaphor can become conventionalised

such that the name Lionheart can evoke the ‘steadfast courage of a lion’. This attribute is mapped

up the Great Chain on to the heart of the bearer of that name and it can then stand, by metonymy,

for a ‘man with steadfast courage’.

28.3.6 Plantebene and salience in the context of Plantefolie

I
n some medieval sources, bene is taken to mean ‘hallowed or pleasant’ and so Plantebene can

mean a ‘hallowed shoot’ or ‘offshoot’. For the name Bean, the DBS notes the Middle English

bene, meaning ‘pleasant, genial, kindly’ (a1200 NED32). These human attributes can be mapped

down to a ‘hallowed offshoot’ and hence evoke sentiments applying to the early stages of life.

Also, the ‘bean’ meaning can not be ignored as there is for example ‘A great bolle-full of benen

were betere in his wombe’ [Langland c1395, Piers Plowman Crede 762]. With benen meaning ‘beans’

there is a ‘gardener’ sense for Plantebene.

For the more common name Plantefolie generative sense is salient with folie meaning ‘wicked-

ness’. For Plantefolie, a meaning ‘planted wickedness’ can become ‘a bastard child’. In the context

of the mainly French name Planterose, Plantebene has been taken to mean ‘a gardener’. However

in the context of Plantefolie in England, Plantebene can mean ‘a genial child’.

This leaves a question of which sense was the most salient. As well as the nutritive benefit of

‘a great bolle-full of benen’ from the garden, generative origins ‘in the wombe’ [inside the body]

can not be ignored. To reinforce a sense of generative origins to Plantebene, there is a ‘seed [bean]

or graft [plant] within [ben]’. All in all the medieval evidence for Plantebene is consistent with a

meaning ‘planted seed’ or ‘a pleasant shoot’, either of which can be mapped up the Great Chain to

a person bearing the name Plantebene yielding such meaning as ‘a genial young person’.

28.3.7 The Great Chain Metaphore and the Plant of Peace

A
scheme of mapping, down and up the Great Chain, can be applied to the ‘plant of pees’. The

details of what is mapped, however, can be different from what we might expect in modern

scientific times and there can be some uncertainty about what were the most salient concepts in

medieval times.

30Lakoff and Turner (1989) ibid, pps 128-35.
31Lakoff and Turner (1989) ibid, pps 196-8.
32A New English Dictionary, Oxford, 1888-1933.
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Typically in late medieval times, love could be mapped down the Chain to a tree or a plant, as

in ‘this tre hatte Trewe-love ... this is a propre plonte’ [Piers Plowman]. The fuller context of this

passage makes it clear that what is involved is not only mapping ‘divine love’ down to a tree but

also mapping ‘steadfast love’ back up to a spiritual Tree of Virtue, shored up by props representing

the Holy Trinity.

An intense scheme of mapping down and up the Great Chain of Being is found for the plante

of pees. Much of what was involved in this scheme may have been familiar to the medieval reader,

in the form of conventionalised metaphor and meaning though we need to guess at which aspects

would have been most evident to medieval minds. Though perhaps almost subliminal, the augment-

ing effect of love on a man could be mapped down to the growth of a pea-shoot, as in ‘Love is the

lovest thing that oure Lord askith and eke the plante of pes’ [Piers Plowman, Passus B, c1377]. The

word pees could mean ‘peas’ or human or social ‘peace’. This may have arisen with ‘peace’ being

grounded on the integrating vines of ‘pea plants’ – this can be regarded as a peace that integrates

men as metaphorically evoked by the intertwining tendrils of pea plants. In Passus C of Piers Plow-

man there is a development to ‘Love is the plante of pees’. Here love is mapped on to the same

enduring vine to produce an intertwining love which can be mapped up the Great Chain to the target

of a Prince of Peace33 in the Lord’s kingdom.

A second reading of these passages from Piers Plowman can evoke the love and joy in gener-

ating the growth of a child. In particular an augmenting pea shoot may be linked to Mary’s ‘grace

of grewe’ [Pearl, ll 429-31]. A grown shoot becomes an offshoot which can be mapped up the Great

Chain to an offspring. The mapping can proceed furthermore to the child Jesus maturing as the

Holy Vine. This is a metaphorical reading though it seems likely that much of such meaning was

familiar to the medieval reader.

28.3.8 Elaboration of the ‘People are Plants’ metaphor

L
akoff and Turner (1989)34 identify a ‘People are Plants’ metaphor. For example offspring are

the seed of parents:-

Thou shalt know also that thy seed shall be great, and thy offspring as the grass of the earth

[Job 5:25]

Also in the Bible, there is mention of the specific word plant and a particular emphasis on vines

such as in35:-

For the vineyard of the Lord of hosts is the house of Israel, and the men of Judah his pleasant

plant [Isiah 5:7]

In the Wycliffe version of the Bible (c1380)36 the words of Jesus appear as for example:-

Eueri plauntyng that my fadir of heuen hath not plauntid, shal be drawun up by the roote

[Matthew 15:13]

Similar ideas from countries now associated with Islam were accepted as Christian orthodoxy:-

As the mighty root sends forth a multitude of plants which it sustains, so created things owe

their origin and conservation to the All-Ruling Deity [Dionysius the Pseudo Areopagite of 5th

century Syria]

33Isiah 9:6. See also the 13th century poem of Robert Grosseteste Château d’amour, lines 1493-1768, as described

by R.W.Southern (1992) Robert Grosseteste: The Growth of an English Mind in Medieval Europe, Second Edition, pps

225-30.
34Lakoff and Turner (1989) idid, pps 12-14, 26-28.
35See also Matthew 21:33; Luke 13:6, 17:28, 20:9.
36The New Testament in English according to the version by John Wycliffe c 1380 and revised by John Purvey c1388.

Oxford and Clarendon Press (1879).
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By virtue of the animal soul he [man] shares with the animals; his physical soul links him

with the plants; his human soul is a link between him and the angels [Avicenna c980-1036 of

Persia]

There is English reference to a plant growing in the person of Princess Ermenylde, reminiscent of

belief in the vegetate and of depictions of the vegetate as a plant issuing from within Green Man

Head carvings:-

This sayd [aforesaid] Ermenylde, this floure [flower] of vertue,

...

Such synguler confort of vertuous doctryne

In her so dyd water a pure perfyte plante,

Which dayly encreased by sufferaunce devyne,

Merveylously growynge in her fresshe and varnaunt,

[Henry Bradshaw d 1513, The Life of Saint Werburge of Chester, ll 596, 603-7]

Shakespeare (1564-1616) associates the word plant with the growth of young men, though an ex-

tension to older life is apparent as the yellowing of leaves and the shaking of man’s boughs:-

When I perceive men as plants increase

Cheerèd and checked ev’n by the selfsame sky

Vaunt in their sap at height decrease [Sonnet 15:5-7]

That time of year thou mayst in me behold

When yellow leaves, or none, or few, do hang

Upon those boughs which shake against the cold [Sonnet 73]

As arises for fully matured plants, death can be a returning to earth or metaphorically to one’s

mother’s lap:-

How gladly I would meet

Mortality, my sentence, and be earth

Insensible! how glad I would lay me down

as in my mother’s lap! [John Milton (1608-74) Paradise Lost, bk. 10]

In Welsh (Celtic) tradition, Math could not live unless he kept his feet in the lap of a virgin, which

may hold relevance for the ‘sole of foot’ meaning of planta, a word more widely associated with

life’s origins. Such tradition can be related to the seal of John Plant (1534) of Dieulacress showing

Jesus sitting upright in the Virgin’s lap37.

In the Plant homeland, Sleigh (1862)38 shows the seal of John Plant (1534) as the Virgin in an

Arch with the child Jesus sitting upright in her lap. The picture is consistent with Mary’s ‘grace of

grewe that ber a barne [bore a child] of virgyn flour39’ [Pearl, ll 429-31]. This seal and literature is

found near Dieulacress Abbey where Dieulacress means ‘God increase it’. There appears to be a

metaphorical mapping up to the highest reaches of the Great Chain such that the divine grace of an

augmenting offshoot could be mapped up to the child Jesus.

28.3.9 The Plant surname

T he Plant surname can be considered to involve metaphorical mappings down and up the Great

Chain between the bearer of the name and plants. The pragmatic Maxim of Quantity implies

that it is the highest ranking properties40 of plants that are of interest, rather than a particular quality

of any particular plant. By the times of the first evidence for the Plant name, there was a long

37Figure 23.2 of http://www.plant-fhg.org.uk/pearlpoet.pdf
38John Sleigh (1862) ibid.
39Flour is a source of bread for transubstantiation to Christ’s body and, more particularly, a flower is a source of seed

for the growth of a shoot for augmentation up the Great Chain of Being to Christ.
40Lakoff and Turner (1989) ibid, p 173.
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tradition involving the mapping down of ‘divine substances’ such as in the descent of the Lord’s

emanation of a creative or regenerating love.

Prototypically the Plant name seems to have related to the vegetative powers in a shoot, offshoot,

or child rather than to the withering leaves of old age. This is consistent with the archaic ‘young

person’ meaning of plant that is listed in the OED. When mapped up to a human Plant, the vegetable

powers of fertile generation, abundant augmentation, and generous nutrition can be associated with

a vital person, though faith could be undermined at such times as the Black Death. Ascending roots

from a morbid head are occasionally found for late medieval Green Man head carvings. More often

such carvings are robust images with abundant vegetation issuing from the mouth and sometimes

from other orifices of the head. In particular there are specific early instances of the ‘People are

Plants’ metaphor that relate to young life and birth.

With Gwydion, Math created Blodeuedd meaning ‘born of flowers’; she was said to be created

from blossoms of oak, broom, and meadowsweet. Similarly the plant in Ermenylde, or indeed the

parental descent of Princess Ermenylde herself, was compared with a metaphorical birth from bud

and fruit:-

Every tree or plante is proved evydent

Whether good or evyll by experyence full sure,

By the budde and fruyte and pleasaunt descent;

A swete tree bryngeth forth by cours of nature

Swete frute and delycyous in taste and verdure:

Right so Ercombert by his quene moost mylde

Brought gracyously forth the swete Ermenylde.

[Henry Bradshaw d 1513, The Life of Saint Werburge of Chester, ll 610-16]

These lines are in a poem about St Werburgh, niece of Ethelred of Mercia (c880) and traditionally

the foundress of the church of St John the Baptist at Chester, near the Plant homeland. They relate

the vegetable life cycle to the generation of a person. The birth metaphor as a flowering from bud

is apparently evident also for the Pearl Poet of the Plant homeland, who described the Virgin’s

deliverance of a child as rose reflayr (?reflowering) from roots:-

And there watz rose reflayr where rotz hatz ben euer [Cleanness, l 1079]

In short, People could be Plants in the Plant homeland and this was evidently a conventionalised

metaphor that could be used with little explanation. This is apparent in the description of Sir John

Savage’s grandchild:-

.. his Grandchild, then a young Plant and newly sent to the Innes of Court, to be trained

up answerably to his Birth and Dignity ... That hopeful Plant, that is the apparent Heir of

all his glory and this great Discent [Mr. William Webb’s 1621 account of the Hundred of

Macclesfield]

It is clear that Plant here applies to a person and the same can be said about Plant as a surname.

There seems no need to invent a ‘gardener’ metonymy since Plant is an early ontological metaphor

for a person. In particular Plant may focus on the plant within a person, as was watered by virtuous

doctrine in the case of Princess Ermenylde. This may be related to 14th century Middle English

reference to ‘planted vertue’, the ‘planted Word’, and the ‘planted grace of noble lineage’41 . More

generally this becomes the vegetate or ‘life force’ within a person, carrying powers of growth and

generation. Such ‘life force’ can be associated in particular with the origins and growth of a young

person.

41Middle English Dictionary: plaunten; verb; sense 2(c).
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28.4 Summary

D
avid Hey (1989)42 remarks that ‘The compilers of dictionaries of surnames are linguists with

particular skills in interpreting the earliest forms of surname in twelth-, thirteenth-, or fourteenth-

century documents. ... The linguists offer a general explanation for the name; local and family

historians can sometimes point to precise origins. They may confirm the etymology but frequently

prove the dictionaries wrong.’.

Enough evidence has been gathered to expose the ‘gardener’ meaning of Plant to serious ques-

tion if indeed not to lay a claim that it has been ‘proved wrong’. In particular, a ‘young person’

meaning seems more likely.

It seems that the DBS definition that Plant means ‘a gardener’ should be challenged. It is not

necessary to extend the challenge to Planterose and Plantebene though, at least for Plantebene in the

context of Plantefolie, there is a significant doubt as to whether that name means ‘a gardener’. The

DBS lists a few 13th century occurrences of the name Planterose though this name is found mainly in

France. A commonly found 13th century Plant-like name in England is in fact Plantefolie43, though

this is not mentioned in the DBS. Though various meanings are possible, a consistent scheme of

the medieval ‘English’ names is ‘pleasant child’ (Plantebene), ‘grown beguiling child’ (Planterose),

and ‘bastard child’ (Plantefolie). These can be regarded as being grounded through the Great Chain

Metaphore on ‘planted seed’, ‘risen or flowering offshoot’, and ‘planted wickedness’.

The ‘gardener’ meaning is derived from the modern salience of a gardener construal of just (the

rare) Plantebene and (the French) Planterose. There is also primary source historical evidence of

connections between Planteng’ and Plantyn and the first known evidence for Plantegenest or Plante

Genest. Nearby to Planteng’ and Plantyn in East Anglia, there were other Plant-like names such as

Plente, Plaunte, and Plauntes. Plantyn (cf. Plant-kin) might be thought to have been a diminutive of

Plante Genest and such diminutive names are often taken to represent illegitimacy. Also the name

Plantefolie and the label in bend in the Plant blazon indicate illegitimacy. It is at least questionable

to which similar names, perhaps Plantebene and Planterose, or alternatively Plantyn and Plantefolie,

the Plant name should be compared, not that any such comparison is needed.

There seems little justification for inventing a ‘gardener’ metonymy for Plant despite such a

meaning being possible for Plantebene and Planterose if these particular names are selected for

comparison. Without any need for arbirarily selecting just some similar names, there is substantial

evidence for an early plant metaphor of human life. ‘Young person’ or ‘offspring’ is an early mean-

ing of plant and it seems clear that this is metaphorically grounded on an early meaning ‘offshoot’

of the very old word plant. After the first evidence for ‘Plant-like’ names, there is evidence for the

Plant name itself in its principal homeland of east Cheshire and north Staffordshire, albeit some-

times appearing with its local dialect spelling Plont or Plonte. This is near Wales where ‘children’

is the literal meaning of plant. The initial DNA evidence indicates that the Plants were the children

of a single family, not assorted gardeners. The meaning ‘offspring’ was evidently the most salient

for plant when its early meaning ‘offshoot’ was mapped up the Great Chain of Being to a person.

Such mapping arises for a surname. ‘Offspring’ seems most in keeping with the evidence for the

early meaning of Plant.

42David Hey (1989) The Distinctive Surnames of Staffordshire. Staffordshire Studies, Vol 10, pps 1-28 (The Nineteenth

Earl lecture, delivered at Keele University, 6 November 1997).
43
http://www.plant-fhg.org.uk/origins.html#13c
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PALMER’S INDEX TO THE TIMES
(See also previous journals)

The following information has been provided by Brad Scott – Member No. 171.

Palmer’s Index to the Times was compiled in the late nineteenth century and constitutes 450 volumes including many of
family interests.  A list of Plant references was included in Journal No. 17.

The extract below covers the period 3 June 1850 to 27 July 1853.

Police: William Plant, for attempted rape

The Times 3 Jun 1850, 7e

Police: Marlborough-street

William Plant was brought up for final examination, charged with having administered some kind of drug to Elizabeth

Harbutt, for the purpose of assisting him in his design of violating her person.

The complainant, who has been in the Middlesex Hospital since the 18th of May, said she was 19 years of age.  She lived at

home with her father and mother.  On the evening of the 17th of  May  she  met  a  man  of  Great  Titchfield-street,  who

persuaded her  to  go  with  him to  a  public  house  in  Margaret-street,  where  he  gave  her  some brandy and water,  from the

effects of which she became perfectly insensible, and did not recover her senses until the next day.  She had been suffering

ever since.  She could not swear to the prisoner being the man.

Mary Tracy, a barmaid at the public house in Margaret-street, remembered the prisoner coming to the house on the night of

the 17th of May, along with the complainant, and having some brandy and water.

Ann Philips, another witness, saw the complainant on the night in question in Little Portland-street, trying to make her
escape from the prisoner.  When witness came up the prisoner moved away, and the complainant fell down in the road in an

insensible state.  She called a constable and detailed the prisoner.

Mary Ann Miller also saw the complainant and the prisoner together when the complainant fell down.  A police-constable

saw the prisoner in the act of violating the complainant; he went up and took him into custody, and removed the

complainant to the hospital in a state of insensibility.

Mr. Corfe, surgeon to the Middlesex Hospital, said the complainant when she arrived there was in an insensible state, as if

suffering from the effects of some stupefying or narcotic drug.  He used the stomach-pump, but had not analyzed the

contents of the stomach.  The complainant had suffered much from inflammation of the abdominal parts.  It would require

an expensive process to discover chloroform in the contents of the stomach, and then the result would be doubtful.

The prisoner reserved his defence, which, it was understood, would be an alibi.

He was then committed.

Next of kin, person wanted, John Plant

The Times 19 Jun 1851, 1d

[Advertisement]

THE CHILDREN (if any be living) of JOHN PLANT and MARY his wife, who, before her marriage was Mary Chawner,
of Dairy House, in the parish of Longford, in Derbyshire, are requested to apply to Mr. Busby, solicitor, Chesterfield, from

whom they will HEAR of SOMETHING to their ADVANTAGE.  Mary Chawner was born in the year 1740.

Civil Actions: Ford & others v. Plant

The Times 20 Jul 1853, 8a

Oxford Circuit: Stafford, July 19.
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(Before Mr. Justice Coleridge and Common Juries)

FORD AND OTHERS V. PLANT

Mr Whateley, Q.C., and Mr. Whitmore appeared for the plaintiffs’ and Mr. Keating for the defendant.

This was a feigned issue, which had been directed by Mr. Baron Parke, to try whether the defendant was, on the 15th of

November, 1852, a shareholder in the Fenton Pottery Coal and Ironstone Mining Company.  The plaintiff had supplied

goods to the company, and had obtained a judgment against them for the amount of his debt, viz., 60/.  The company had

turned out a failure, and the plaintiff, not being able to get his money, came upon the defendant, a plumber and glazier, and

formerly a shareholder and director of the company.  The defendant had been the holder of 20 shares, but he said he had

ceased to be a shareholder in consequence of his neglect to pay the calls which had been made upon him in respect of his

shares.  It appeared that, in April, 1852, the defendant had been written to, by order of the directors, to say that his shares

were forfeited, but that if the calls were paid by a certain day the directors would mitigate the forfeiture, as they were

empowered to by the deed of settlement.  The defendant had subsequently satisfied the directors “morally” that he had paid

his calls, and, under these circumstances, the plaintiff contended that the defendant had not ceased to be a shareholder.

Mr. Keating said, the defendant had not, in fact, paid his calls, and submitted that no formal declaration of forfeiture was

necessary,  but,  if  it  was,  the  resolution  of  the  22nd of April was sufficient.  The defendant had therefore ceased to be a

shareholder.

Mr. Justice Coleridge decided upon the evidence that the defendant had paid his calls, and had not ceased to be a member.

The verdict was then entered for the plaintiff, but leave was given to the defendant to move the court above to enter the

verdict in his favour.

Bankruptices: C.J. Plant

The Times 27 Jul 1853, 4e

BANKRUPTS

Charles James Plant, Goswell-street, licensed victualler, Aug. 4, at 1 o’clock, Sept. 13 at 12, at the Bankrupts’ Court:

solicitors, Messrs. Boulton, Northampton-square; official assignee, Mr. Edwards, Sambrook-court, Basinghall-street.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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The above article by HR Plant was included in the August 1980 edition of Suffolk Fair the County Magazine and has been

reproduced with permission from the author’s son, Mr Pat Plant (Member 198).

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

SNIPPETS

Messr Tarns Establishment – Newington, Surrey

Included in the 1881 Census

Ernest H Plant U 20 Drapers Assistant born Southwark, Surrey

The total entry comprised a House Steward (as the head), two Assistant Housekeepers, one Housekeeper, three House

Porters, twenty Domestic Servants, thirty four Drapers Clerks, ten Milliners, three Dressmakers and one hundred and forty

one Drapers Assistants (including Ernest Plant).

What was this establishment?  Has anybody any ideas?  Most of the people listed were born in the south of England, though

there were a few from northern England, a few from Scotland, one from Australia and one from Belgium.

-------------

Sidnes Plant

This unusual name appears in the family tree of Alan Plant (Member 124) in the Stoke on Trent area as:

Joshua Sidnes Plant born circa 1830 m? 1860/70

William Sedan Plant born circa 1861

George RS Plant born circa 1866 (father Joshua Sidnes Plant)

If anybody has any information relative to this name please contact Alan direct.

-----------------
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Barlaston Parish – Staffordshire – Churchwardens

1754 Joseph Plant chosen by the Minister for Woodseaves.

Biddulph – Staffordshire – Miscellaneous record

9 June 1560 m Thomas Plant et Elizabetha Muchell

---------------------------

Cheshire Grand Remonstrance 1642

Petition passed by the English Parliament in November 1641 that listed all the alleged misdeeds of Charles I the evils under

we have now many years suffered.  It then went on to blame those it thought responsible, the Jesuited papists, the bishops

and Charles councillors and couriers.  It demanded parliamentary approval for the king’s ministers and the reform of the

church.  Charles refused to accept the Grand Remonstrance and countered by trying to arrest five leading members of the
House of Commons.  The worsening of relations between King and Parliament led to the outbreak of the English Civil War

in 1642.

Plant extracts

Siddington - Edward Plant

- Justin Plant

- Randle Plant

Audlem + Alsager Richard Plant

Alderley - Ralph Plant

------------------------

Extract from Dudley Parish Registers

12 Jul 1631 Mr Plant a Londoner had a da. Born and bur.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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NOW WHERE DID THAT ORIGINATE FROM

A lot of expressions and traditions that we use today have their origin in the past.

The following may be of interest.

Most  people  got  married  in  June  because  they  took  their  yearly  bath  in  May  and  still  smelled  pretty  good  by  June.

However, they were starting to smell, so brides carried a bouquet to hide the body odour.

The bathtub filled with hot water was reserved for the man of the house, then all the other males in the household, finally

the  women,  followed by the  children  and last  of  all  the  babies.   The  water  was  so  dirty  by  this  time that  you could  lose

someone in it, hence the saying, ‘don’t throw the baby out with the bath water’.

Thatched roof houses had thick straw piled high with no wood underneath.  It was the only place where animals could get

warm, so dogs, cats and other small animals lived in the roof – when it rained it became slippery and often they would fall

off the roof – ‘It’s raining cats and dogs’.

A bed with big posts and a sheet hung over the top afforded some protection from bugs and other droppings, that is how
canopy beds came into existence.

The  poor  only  had  dirt  floors,  hence  the  saying  ‘dirt poor’.  The wealthy had slate floors but to stop them becoming

slippery they spread thresh on the floor.  As the winter wore on they kept adding the thresh until when the door was opened

it started to slip outside.  They then put a piece of wood in the entrance – ‘a thresh-hold’.

“Peas porridge hot, peas porridge cold, peas porridge in the pot nine days old” refers to the stew cooked in a large

kettle over the fire, every day they would add to the pot, eat some of it for dinner and the leftover would go cold and then be

added to the next day.  Sometimes the stew had food in it that had been there for quite a while.

If the householder had managed to get a piece of pork he would hang it up to show off to visitors as it was a sign of wealth
that a man ‘could bring home the bacon’, he would cut off a little to share with guests and sit around and ‘chew the fat’.

For many years tomatoes were considered poisonous.  This was because the acid content attacked the lead on the pewter

plates causing lead poisoning.  If they did not have pewter plates they used trenchers (a piece of wood or stale bread with

the middle scooped out).  Trenchers were never washed and often worms and mould got into them.  After eating off these

you could develop ‘trench mouth’.

Ale or whisky drunk from lead cups could knock someone out for a couple of days.  Often they were taken for dead and

prepared for burial by laying them out on the kitchen table.  The family would gather round and eat and drink to wait to see

if they would wake up – in effect holding ‘a wake’.

Burial places were often re-used, the coffins were dug up and the bones taken to a ‘bone-house’.  Many of the coffins had
scratch marks on the lid and it was realised that the person had been buried alive, so it was decided to tie a string to the wrist

of the corpse, leading it through the coffin and up through the ground finally tying it to a bell.  Someone would sit in the

graveyard all night ‘the graveyard shift’ to listen for the bell thus someone could be ‘saved by the bell’ or was considered

a ‘a dead ringer’.”

The above information appeared in the Summer 2002 issue of the Doncaster Ancestor and is re-produced with the

permission of June Stanforth, Hon. Secretary.

The London Watchmen

The London watchmen became known as ‘Charleys’.   The  reason for  this  is  unclear,  but  the  name probably  arose  after
1640 when Charles I improved and extended the night-watch system in London.  The ‘Charleys’ were low-paid and many

were old; they undertook the duty because they were unable to get another job.  Each watchman patrolled an allocated

street, supposedly every hour, from his sentry-box.

In 1735, the wealthier districts of London started to recruit larger numbers of watchmen, to check that house and shop doors

were safely locked during their patrols.  The watchmen were often tormented and sometimes attacked because they

represented the law.  Young men would creep up behind the sentry-boxes and push them over with the ‘Charleys’ trapped

inside.  Another favourite prank was to discover a ‘Charleys’ having a nap in his box and awaken him with a loud bang.  As
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a consequence, when on duty the watchmen carried wooden

clubs or staffs for their own protection, as well as lanterns and

sometimes wooden rattles to raise the alarm.

The practice of using ‘Charleys’ gave rise to the derogatory

expressions, still used today of ‘a right charley’ or a ‘bit of a
charley’.

Who killed Cock Robin?

I said the Sparrow.

With my bow and arrow,

I killed Cock Robin

         Etc., etc., etc.

This nursey song is a direct description of the death of

William Rufus (William II) in the New Forest.

It is said that William had a red face and red hair – hence
William Rufus.  He was an unpopular king, disliked by the

barons who thought his elder brother should be king: disliked

by the clergy as he was an irreligious man who only used the

church as a means of wealth: disliked by the common people

because  he  spent  money on his  own pleasures  and rumoured to  be  involved in  witchcraft.   In  short  he  didn’t  have  much

going for him and it wasn’t a surprise when he met his death when a stray? arrow hit him when hunting.

Rowley, Powley, pudding and pie,

Kiss’d the girls and made them cry.

When the boys came out to play.

Rowley, Powley ran away.

‘Old Rowley’ was the nickname of Charles II whose wife was barren.  Charles compensated for that by having at least

fourteen illegitimate children.

Ring-a-ring o’ roses

A pocket full of posies

Atishoo, atishoo, we all fall down.

A  rhyme  originating  at  the  time  of  the  Great  Plague  circa  1664.   The  ‘ring-a-roses’  was  the  mark  on  the  skin  which

indicated a victim of the disease.  ‘Pocket full of posies’ were the herbs carried in the pocket to ward off the virus.  Atishoo,

atishoo referred to a cold which was one of the symptoms, and ‘we all fall  down’ meant that the unfortunate person was

dead.

Here lies Fred,

Who was alive and is dead.

If it had been his father,

I would much rather:

If it had been his brother,

Still better than another;

If it had been his sister,

No one would have missed her:

If it had been the whole generation,

So much better for the nation,

But as its only Fred,

Who was alive and is dead,

Why is there no more to be said.

Frederick was a son of George I, who was hit accidentally by a cricket ball and subsequently died.

Lucy Locket lost her pocket,

Kitty Fisher found it:
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Not a penny was there in it,

Only the ribbon round it.

Kitty Fisher was a great beauty at Court during the reign of George III and had a doubtful reputation.  No information has

been found relative to Lucy Locket.

The Grand old Duke of York,

He had ten thousand men,

He marched them up to the top of the hill,

And he marched them down again

Etc. etc. etc.

The Grand old Duke of York referred to in this jingle was the second son of George III and was Commander-in-Chief of the

English army.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

THE JUROR’S BOOK OF 1784 – STAFFORDSHIRE

Among the county archives at Stafford is a list of those qualified to serve on juries for six years 1782 to 1789.

Petty constables were required to make and return true lists in writing of the names of places of abode of all persons within

their respective constablewicks qualified to serve on juries, between the ages of 21 and 70.

These lists were put upon church doors at least 20 days before Michaelmas and at the following Michaelmas Quarter

Sessions delivered in open court, either by the constables themselves or by the High Constable on their behalf.  The Justices

were then to cause the lists ‘to be fairly entered’ in a book by the clerk of the peace to be by him provided and kept for that

purpose among the records of the sessions.

As to the qualification, this was so far as England was concerned, £10 above reprises of freehold or copyhold lands or

tenements, or of lands and tenements of ancient demesne or in rents, in fee simple, fee tail or for the life of themselves or

some other person.  Certain leaseholders were also eligible provided that the estate was of twenty pounds a year above the

reserved rent, being held by lease for 500 years or more, or for 99 years, or any other term determinable on one or more

lives.

The yearly tenant, however wealthy, will not therefore be found in this list nor will apothecaries, clergymen, quakers or

dissenting teachers.

These qualifications did not apply to towns corporate within the county such as Lichfield, Stafford and Newcastle under

Lyme, which towns had their own jury lists.

The heading of the 1784 list runs:

“A List of the several Persons within the county of Stafford qualified to serve on Juries with their Titles and Additions

between the age of one and twenty years and the age of seventy years taken from the Lists of Presentments of the Petty

Constables Tithingmen Headboroughs and other Peace Officers of the several Parishes and Places in the said County

delivered upon oath in open Court at the General Quarter Sessions of the Peace holden at Stafford in and for the said County

of Stafford upon Thursday the seventh day of October in the twenty-fourth of the reign of our Sovereign Lord King George

the Third.”

The list for 1784 includes the following references to the Plant name:

Pinehill North – Adbaston Robert Plant

Pinehill North – Swinnerton Stephen Plant

Pinehill South – Aston, Burston and Stoke (by Stone) John Plant

Totmanshaw North – Leek Frith John Plant

Totmanshaw South – Uttoxeter William Plant – yeoman
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BENJAMIN PLANT – MASTER POTTER

If anybody can claim to be the ‘father’ of the Plant dynasty of Staffordshire Potters it is Benjamin Plant

Born in 1754 Benjamin married Ann, daughter of James Clewlow and Sarah Sutton of Chapel Charlton, Staffs., at St Giles

Church, Newcastle, Staffs., on 9 July 1781.  At the time of his marriage Benjamin was stated to be from Stoke.

In 1784 he bought from John Turner 612 yards of land at 1s 6d per yard on which to build his factory, the factory being

situated in Lane End (now Longton)

He is known to have made lustered and enamelled figures, tablewares and teapots, including some in white stoneware of the

Castleford type.  Surviving examples include a teapot marked ‘B. Plant. 1814’

In all documents of the period Benjamin is described as a Master Potter trading under mark No. 76 illustrated in British

Potter and Porcelain: an illustrated Encyclopaedia of Marked Specimens.

Payments of accounts were recorded in his notebook,

beginning in 1784 with building materials, presumably

for the factory.  They range from ‘£4.19s 0d for nine

thousand bricks’ to ‘1 Door Handle at 1s0d, 1 latch 6d.

Wages for making teapots are listed for the months from

April to July 1802.  They vary from 4s 2d for making 20

teapots to 13s 6d for making 65 teapots during the week

of July 10th.   Entries  also  record  orders  and  sales,  In

March 1793 sold to Mr Ford 1 full blow’d Rose Tree, 1
Brown Chinea  Spridg  Flower  pot  and stand 5s  0d.   On

19 October 1801 an order is listed for mugs inscribed

with such lines as ‘Britons rejoice, Peace is restor’d.’ ‘Peace and Plenty’.  Recipes also appear – some are for colours and

glazes, while others are for such ailments as piles, sprains and even cancer; which uses ‘Spirits of Wine, Canfar and Burning

Salts’.

In 1818 Benjamin Plant was listed as a potter living near the Baptist Chapel, Lane End.

Benjamin and Ann Plant (nee Clewlow) had a total of seven children:

Benjamin born 1784

Edward born 1788
James born 1790

John born 1796

William born 24 June 1797 Lane End m Elizabeth Myatt 19 July 1821 at Norton-le-Moors.

Thomas born 1801 Lane End m Jane Hammersley 19 May 1823 at Stoke-on-Trent.

Joseph bt February 1805 Lane End m Mary Hall 16 January 1831 at Wolstanton.

Benjamin died age 69 years and was buried 10 April 1823 at St Johns, Longton.

Of his seven children only Thomas had any interest in the Pottery industry being listed as a potter specialising in potter

figures, producing earthenware figures with TP as its painted mark.  Thomas was married at Stoke on 19 May 1823 to Jane,

daughter of Richard Hammersley, a potter of Lane End.  Thomas and Jane lived at Daisy Bank with their three sons and one
daughter.  Thomas died in 1853 aged 52 years.

Thomas’ eldest son also named Thomas, after his father, was born in 1825 marrying Martha Tunnicliffe at Bucknall-cum-

Bagnall, Staffs in 23 February 1846.
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In 1851 Thomas, Martha and family were living at Daisy Bank, where Martha had a grocery business and Thomas was said

to be a potter.  By 1861 the family had moved to Trentham, where they remained.  Thomas died sometime between the 1861

and 1871 Census.

Thomas and Martha had a total of four children.

Richard Hammersley Plant born 1847

Mary Jane born 22 August 1850

Frederick born 1852

Samuel Lucas born 1854

The 1871 Census lists Richard Hammersley Plant as a potter’s manager and Samuel Lucas Plant, aged 16, a warehouse boy.

Richard  Hammersley  Plant  and  Samuel  Lucas  Plant  went  on  to  form  RH  &  SL  Plant  (Ltd)  Tuscan  Works,  Longton,

Staffordshire Potters using the trade-name ‘Tuscan’.

Sometime at the beginning of the 20th century another company, Plant Bros., Crown Pottery, Burslem combined with RH &

SL Plant .

RH & SL Plant continued to trade until 1966 when they were taken over by Josiah Wedgwood & Sons Ltd.

A fully detailed tree of Benjamin Plants’ descendants is available – contact Keith Plant if more information is required.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

PLANTS INVOLVEMENT WITH COAL MINING AND TRANSPORTATION, BUXTON, DERBYSHIRE.

Two separate bits of information on the same subject have been forwarded by Judith Kirkby (member No. 139) and Valerie

Hall (member No. 226).

Judith Kirkby writes:

George Plant (labourer) married Sarah Bagshaw at Earl Sterndale, in the parish of Hartington, Derbyshire, on 12

November 1814.  Groom signed, bride made her mark.

Witnesses were Matthew Bagshaw and Joseph Plant (but these signatures are very faint).

Elizabeth Plant married John Bennett (labourer) at Earl Sterndale, in the parish of Hartington, Derbyshire, on 3 May 1815.

Witnesses were William and Faith Bennett and Mary Plant.  Bride and groom made their marks.

Gilbert Plant was employed in the Buxton coalmine in 1790, and a ‘typical task’ for him was guttering, for which he was on

piece work.  John Plant was employed for three days at 1/6d for ‘cleansing navygation’ – coal was moved by canal, and it

seems that the manpower was occasionally transferred from mining to canal maintenance work.

Frances Plant married John Renshaw at Earl Sterndale, by licence, by the vicar of Hartington, 5 March 1777.  Witness

included William Harrison. John Renshaw was involved with local coalmines.  He was a carpenter, and made boats for

hauling the coal to the surface.  Apparently the coal from the Buxton area was not very good quality, and most was used to

burn lime, which was then transported along the Cromford and High Peak Railway to be used on the fields owned by the

Duke of Devonshire.

Valerie Hall writes:

Frances Plant married John Renshaw at Earl’s Skindale, a chapelry in Hartington parish.  I can only find one son, Joseph,

Family tradition says that John, a joiner, made boats to use underground at Level Lane pit in Burbage.  My great aunts

owned several very primitive tiny oil lamps that they had been told were hung on the miners hats.  This was the period when

the Axe Edge coal (not highly rated in Buxton) was used to burn lime at ‘Grin’ & ‘The Friths’ which was then transported

along the ‘Cranford & High Peak Railway’.  The area was all part of Hartington Upper Quarter but many families seem to

have used the Church at Fairfield.

Thanks to both members.
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STAFFORDSHIRE MARRIAGE INDEX 1500’S TO 1837 – Josiah to Mary Ann

No. Name Status Occupation Residence Name Status Occupation Residence Date Place Notes Banns/Lic

.
759/19 Josiah Mucklestone Minor, Ann Mucklestone 6 Feb 1791 Mucklestone

760/20 Joyce Leek Machin, John Husbandman Wolstanton 24 May 1779 Wolstanton L

761/21 Judith Stubbs, William 5 Jun 1821 Biddulph

762/22 Katherine Yarnfield Blest, Ralph The Hough 13 Aug 1715 Eccleshall L
763/23 Katherine S Swinnerton Padmore, James Stafford St

Mary

8 Aug 1760 Stafford St

Mary

L

764/24 Lavinia S Walklet, John B Burslem 8 Jun 1826 Hanley

765/25 Law. Rudierd Plant, Joan Red Earth 20 Feb 1655/6 Leek

766/26 Law. Lomas, Mary Overhulme 11 Dec 1680 Leek

767/27 Law. Leek Cheshire, Mary Leek 13 Feb 1737/8 Leek

768/28 Leah S Jervis, Thomas B Collier 27 Jun 1814 Stoke-on-Trent

769/29 Leah S Hancock, John W 3 Oct 1826 Wolstanton

770/30 Lettice Bailey, Paul 25 Oct 1784 Biddulph

771/31 Louisa S Hose, Thomas B Miller 3 Apr 1836 Fulford

772/32 Lucy S Serjeant, Richard Farmer Norton 13 Jun 1797 Stoke-on-Trent

773/33 Lucy Wheston,James 31 Mar 1827 Cheadle
774/34 Lyddia Hand, Joseph 26 Feb 1754 Whitmore

775/35 Lydia Salt, Robt 5 Feb 1676/7 Alstonefield

776/36 Lydia Braddocke,

James

5 May 1687 Leek

777/37 Lydia Johnson, Tho 8 Apr 1714 Leek

778/38 Lydia Leek Deacon, Tho Leek 7 May 1731 Leek

779/39 Lydia Clewlow, Jacob 13Sep 1781 Horton

780/40 Lydia S Allen, Thomas Painter Stoke 1 Aug 1802 Whitmore

781/41 Lydia Dunn, Edward 5 Oct 1818 Stone

782/42 Lydia S Capper, Robert B Labourer Barthomley 24 Dec 1822 Burslem

783/43 Marcy S Eldershaw,
Joseph

B 20 Feb 1792 Wolverhampton

784/44 Margaret Ward, Francis   Sep 1590 Stone

785/45 Margaret Dichfield,

William

  Jul 1610 Stone

786/46 Margaret Swinnerton Kettle, Joseph Swinnerton 19 Sep 1681 Chebsey

787/47 Margaret Wootton, John 15 Apr 1683 Tamworth

788/48 Margaret Reynolds, Joseph 28 Jul 1715 Gnosall

789/49 Margaret Moreton, John 29 Nov 1736 Penkridge

790/50 Margaret Bailey, John Seighford 27 Feb 1759 Eccleshall

791/51 Margaret Thomson, John 1 May 1776 Kingswinford
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No. Name Status Occupation Residence Name Status Occupation Residence Date Place Notes Banns/Lic

.
792/52 Margaret S Plant, Samuel B 6 Apr 1778 Wolverhampton

793/53 Margaret Williams,

Michael

20 May 1782 Stafford St

Mary

794/54 Margaret Lea, William 13 May 1787 Kingswinford

795/55 Margaret Hulme, George 28 June 1787 Cheddleton

796/56 Margaret S Tipper, Thomas Collier 10 Sep 1791 Cheadle

797/57 Margaret Wild, Wm Collier Stoke 20 Apr 1794 Newcastle-
under-Lyme

798/58 Margaret Shelley, John 5 Aug 1795 Stafford St

Mary

799/59 Margaret Hanbury, John Norton 27 May 1800 Stone L

800/60 Margaret Whittingham,

John

17 Oct 1805 Gnosall Both 21+ L

801/61 Margaret Wood, Jesse 10 Sep 1811 Cheadle

802/62 Margaret S Gallimore,

Joseph

B Collier 9 Jan 1831 Stoke-on-Trent

803/63 Margaret S Mosley, Thomas B 8 Sep 1833 Stoke-on-Trent

804/64 Margareta Whithurst, John 2 Jun 1681 Stone

805/65 Margarett Swinerton Benson, John Trentham 28 Apr 1654 Eccleshall
806/66 Margarett S Griffis, Thomas B 27 Apr 1798 Wolverhampton

807/67 Margery Trentham Robinson, Thos Cleaton,

Stooke/Trent

e

2 Feb 1608/9 Trentham – H of

C1 Stooke upon

Trente

808/68 Margery Leek Fisher, W Leek 2 Oct 1695 Leek

809/69 Margret Rawley, Thomas 9 Nov 1584 Maer

900/70 Margreta Wallbank,

Richard

10 Jun 1717 Stone

901/71 Margretta Blythfeild Barns, Johns 30 Jul 1697 Dilhorne

902/72 Margt S Finn, Thos Taylor 15 May 1758 Stoke-on-Trent B

903/73 Margt S Finney, Thos Taylor 15 May 1758 Stoke-on-Trent banns

Finn

B

904/74 Maria Twemlowe,

Richardus

26 Dec 1673 Burslem

905/75 Maria W Beech Stone Shaw, Franciscus W Swinnerton 30 Nov 1726 Swynnerton

906/76 Maria Vandrel, Peter Stoke 18 Jan 1790 Whitmore

907/77 Maria S Arrowsmith,

George

B 23 Mar 1814 Stafford St

Mary

W, wcf L

908/78 Maria Doorbar,William 14 Feb 1825 Biddulph

909/79 Maria S Johnson, William B 30 Apr 1827 Stoke-on-Trent
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1000/80 Maria S Lancaster,

Charles

B 9 Nov 1835 Burslem

1001/81 Martha Rushall Noble, Edward Walshall 18 Aug 1734 Rushall

1002/82 Martha Leek Smith, W Leek 29 Jun 1737 Leek

1003/83 Martha Lovatt, Rich 13 May 1741 Leek

1004/84 Martha Birch, Edward 29 Jun 1742 Tettenhall

1005/85 Martha Leek Waggstaffe,

Joseph

4 Aug 1751 CHS Prestbury L

1006/86 Martha Moore, Daniel 28 Oct 1760 Kingswinford

1007/87 Martha S Bolt, Thos B 2 Jan 1762 Leek

1008/88 Martha S Plant, Richard B Walslow 24 Apr 1762 Leek

1009/89 Martha Pedley, John 27 Dec 1773 Stone

1010/90 Martha S Leek Birchenough,

Daniel

B Leek 9 Aug 1783 Leek

1011/91 Martha W Grimley,

Frederick

B 27 Dec 1825 Walsall

1012/92 Martha S Wood, Joseph B 11 Jun 1828 Leek L

1013/93 Martha Whittingham,

John

12 Feb 1832 Gnosall

1014/94 Martha S Findlow, Isaac B 13 Jun 1833 Longnor
1015/95 Martha S Hill, Robert B Dyer 11 Sep 1834 Leek

1016/96 Mary Hill, John 23 May 1633 SAL

Sheriffhales

1017/97 Mary Hasles, Jeremiah 26 May 1644 Standon

1018/98 Mary Leeke Frith Slack, Rich Presbury 10 Jul 1664 Leek

1019/99 Mary Cressall, Thomas Bottwood 13 Apr 1672 Chapel Chorlton

1020/100 Mary Andrews, John 8 Oct 1684 Leek

1021/101 Mary Bridgwater,

William

7 Jul 1691 Rowley Regis

1022/102 Mary Leek Thorley, Hen Leek 6 Feb 1695/6 Leek

1023/103 Mary Alstonfield Hulme, James Lower
Tetterworth

4 Nov 1696 Leek

1024/104 Mary Boulton, William 15 May 1703 Milwich

1025/105 Mary Trentham Hewitt, Paul Trentham 2 Feb 1704/5 Trentham

1026/106 Mary Shawcross,

Thomas

19 Feb 1706/7 Stone

1027/107 Mary Birch, Thomas 30 May 1708 Edingale

1028/108 Mary Alstonfield Warrington,

William

6 Feb 1709/0 CHS Prestbury

1029/109 Mary Cope, Jer 29 Sep 1710 Leek
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1030/110 Mary Wooley, James 23 Aug 1712 Uttoxeter

1031/111 Mary Hargreaves, Rob 10 Feb 1717 Leek

1032/112 Mary Wood, Daniel 8 Oct 1717 Horton

1033/113 Mary Leek Cope, W Leek 29 Aug 1718 Leek

1034/114 Mary Nub. Beck, Joseph 15 Jan 1720/1 Hanbury

1035/115 Mary Ipstones Stoddard, Wm Grindon 8 Apr 1722 Caverswall L

1036/116 Mary Stone Plant, Thomas Stone 8 Feb 1724/5 Newcastle-

under-Lyme
1037/117 Mary Key, William 22 Apr 1725 Standon L

1038/118 Mary Leek Knight, John 5 Jan 1729/0 Leek

1039/119 Mary Rowley

Regis

Parkes, William WOR

Halesowen

1 Jun 1731 WOR

Halesowen

B

1040/120 Mary Marigold,

Benjamin

Dam Mill 10 Apr 1732 Codsall

1041/121 Mary Cooke, Francis 7 May 1732 Leigh

1042/122 Mary Lyon, John Pipe

Ridward

28 Dec 1737 Leek

1043/123 Mary Mill Street Symcock, Tho Mill Street 20 Sep 1739 Leek Meerbrook

1044/124 Mary Mill Street Symcock,

Thomas

Mill Street 20 Sep 1739 Meerbrook

1045/125 Mary Massey, John 9 Apr 1740 Cheadle

1046/126 Mary Checkley Bull, Job 22 Nov 1740 Kingsley

1047/127 Mary Hunt, James 6 Jul 1742 Leek

1048/128 Mary Keeling, Charles 25 Jul 1743 Haughton

1049/129 Mary N’castle Hollins, Tho 4 Dec 1748 Stoke-on-Trent Was
Hollinshead

– ‘Head’

erased.

1050/130 Mary N’castle Hollinshead, Tho 4 Dec 1748 Stoke-on-Trent ‘Head’

erased,

Hollins

remains

1051/131 Mary Leek Goodwin,

William

Leek 25 Nov 1750 Leek

1052/132 Mary Leek Goodwin.

William

Leek 25 Nov 1750 Meerbrook

1053/133 Mary N’castle Hollins, Tho 25 May 1752 Stoke-on-Trent B

1054/134 Mary Colwich Brown, Thomas Colwich 2 Sep 1754 Colwich B

1055/135 Mary Alstonefield Beswick, Thos Alstonefield 8 Oct 1756 Alstonefield L

1056/136 Mary Stafford St

Mary

Walton, Thomas Hus. Swinnerton 22 May 1757 Stafford St

Mary

L
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1057/137 Mary Bazley, Sam 2 Oct 1757 Betley

1058/138 Mary Riley, William Acton 4 Feb 1758 Bednall/Acton

Trussell

1059/139 Mary S Rushbury,

Thomas

B 26 Aug 1758 Wolverhampton L

1060/140 Mary Swynnerton Harvey, William Swynnerton 31 Dec 1759 Swynnerton

1061/141 Mary Cotton, Charles 4 Feb 1760 Stone

1062/142 Mary S Ward, Jo Earthpotter 5 Oct 1761 Stoke-on-trent B
1063/143 Mary Peake, Thomas WOR

Ribbesford

2 Jan 1762 Swynnerton L

1064/144 Mary WAR

Polesworth

Plant, John STS

Swynnerton

19 Apr 1762 WAR

Polesworth

L

1065/145 Mary S Wilshaw, George B 12 Aug 1762 Leek

1066/146 Mary S Booth, George B 24 Dec 1762 Leek L

1067/147 Mary Stokes, Robert 20 Sep 1764 Uttoxeter

1068/148 Mary Whitehouse,

William

20 Sep 1764 Uttoxeter

1069/149 Mary Adams, Josiah Walsall 23 Sep 1765 Uttoxeter L

1070/150 Mary S Booth, Wm B 6 Feb 1767 Leek L

1071/151 Mary W Betley Walker, Richard Yeoman 2 Jun 1767 Madeley
1072/152 Mary S Holston, Thos Cordwainer 4 Dec 1767 Stoke-on-Trent L

1073/153 Mary Forton Plant, John 16 Nov 1768 Eccleshall L

1074/154 Mary Stoke Jones, John Stoke 1 Jul 1770 Bucknall

1075/155 Mary Maer Plant, Jas Maer 18 May 1773 Maer L

1076/156 Mary Plant, Humphry 17 Aug 1773 Gnosall

1077/157 Mary S Hunter, Jonathan Joiner Tamworth 21 Mar 1775 Mucklestone L

1078/158 Mary Ratliffe, Joseph 22 Oct 1775 Norton-le-

Moors

1079/159 Mary Hayley, Samuel Newport 6 Jan 1776 Eccleshall L

1080/160 Mary Hanson, John Newcastle 21 Jan 1776 Whitmore

1081/161 Mary Bradbury Moreton, Willian 11 Apr 1776 Lapley
1082/162 Mary Barker, John Potter 21 May 1777 Stoke-on-Trent B

1083/163 Mary S Maer Corry, John Maer 21 May 1778 Maer B

1084/164 Mary Cartwright,

William

9 Aug 1778 Kingswinford

1085/165 Mary S Godrich, John B 29 Jul 1779 Uttoxeter L

1086166 Mary W Harper, Adam B 11 Apr 1780 Wolverhampton

1087/167 Mary Mucklestone Watkin, Thos Muckestone 4 Feb 1782 Mucklestone B

1088/168 Mary Hatton, Thomas 8 Mar 1784 Kingwinford

1089/169 Mary S Miller, Philip Sadler Newcastle 23 Jan 1785 Stoke-on-Trent B
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1090/170 Mary Heathcoat,

Joseph

13 Aug 1787 Tamworth

1091/171 Mary Wheelwright,

Samuel

8 Oct 1787 Stone

1092/172 Mary W Brownsword,

Peter

Hus 20 Apr 1788 Betley

1093/173 Mary Walthoe,
William

23 Oct 1788 Alrewas

1094/174 Mary Jones, William 3 Dec 1788  Kingswinford

1095/175 Mary Stoke Hatton, Saml Plumber Newcastle 12 Nov 1789 Newcastle-

under-Lyme

1096/176 Mary Sheriffhales Male, Benjamin Birmingham

St Philip

12 Jan 1790 SAL

Sheriffhales

L

1097/177 Mary Hickenbottom,

Richard

17 Oct 1790 Norton-le-

Moors

1098/178 Mary S Scarrot, John Lab. 26 Feb 1792 Trentham

1099/179 Mary Leek Williams, Joseph Leek 2 Aug 1792 Leek

1100/180 Mary Perkins, John 29 Jan 1793 Tamworth L

1101/181 Mary Twiford, Kester 9 Feb 1794 Norton-le-
Moors

1102/182 Mary S Brooks, John 3 Apr 1794 Stoke-on-Trent

1103/183 Mary Pritchard,

Abraham

19 May 1794 Blithfield

1104/184 Mary Stoke Peacock, Wm Potter Stoke 21 Apr 1799 Newcastle-

under-Lyme

1105/185 Mary Blurton, Walter Caverswall 15 Aug 1799 Stone L

1106/186 Mary S Perkins, Thomas B 13 Mar 1800 Uttoxeter Both

minor

wcp

L

1107/187 Mary Stoke Jackson, Jno B Yeoman Stoke 6 Oct 1800 Newcastle-
under-Lyme

1108/188 Mary Shearn, William 29 Dec 1800 Bucknall

1109/189 Mary Perry, Wm 9 Aug 1801 Norton-le-

Moors

1110/190 Mary Howlett, Thomas 9 May 1802 Cheadle L

1111/191 Mary S Smith, Allen B 18 May 1803 Betley

1112/192 Mary Smith, Jos 13 Jun 1803 Norton-le-

Moors

1113/193 Mary S Oram, William  W Potter 29 Apr 1804 Stoke-on-Trent

1114/194 Mary Wolstanton Booth, Timothy Farmer Wolstanton 21 May 1804 Wolstanton
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1115/195 Mary Robinson, Simon 22 Jul 1804 Cheadle L

1116/196 Mary S Leek Shufflebotham,

Matthew

CHS

Presbury

9 Sep 1805 Leek h:

Shuffleb

ottom

signs
S’Botham

L

1117/197 Mary S Leek Shufflebottom,

Matthew

CHS

Presbury

9 Sep 1805 Leek h:

S’Bottom

signs

Shuffleb
otham

L

1118/198 Mary Astbury, George 11 Nov 1805 Bucknall

1119/199 Mary S Ash, James B 1 Nov 1806 Leek

1120/200 Mary S Heath, William 22 Dec 1806 Burslem

1121/201 Mary S NTH

Brigstock

Silverster, Robert B 26 May 1807 Stafford St

Mary

1122/202 Mary Eccleshall Lindop, Richard Eccleshall 13 Apr 1809 Eccleshall L

1123/203 Mary Skinner, William Potter 30 Apr 1809 Burslem

1124/204 Mary Hodgkins,

Samuel

4 Jun 1810 Lichfield St

Michael

1135/205 Mary S Blackman,

Thomas

W Swynnerton 4 Jul 1810 Stone L

1136/206 Mary S Ward, William W 27 Dec 1810 Stoke-on-Trent

1137/207 Mary Glover, Joseph 29 Apr 1811 Cheadle

1138/208 Mary Slater, Joseph 29 Apr 1811 Lichfield St

Michael

1139/209 Mary Eccleshall Stanley, Thomas Eccleshall 14 May 1811 Eccleshall

1140/210 Mary S Banton, Job B Worfield 5 Aug 1811 Pattingham L

1141/211 Mary Robinson,

George

26 May 1812 Lichfield St

Mary

1142/212 Mary Needham, Geo 28 Dec 1812 Alstonefield

1143/213 Mary Dean, Peter 29 Jan 1815 Norton-le-

Moors
1144/214 Mary Lum, John 26 Mar 1815 Kingswinford

1145/215 Mary S Kirkham, Joseph B 13 Jun 1816 Leek

1146/216 Mary Norton Turner, John Norton 22 Aug 1816 Norton-le-

Moors

1147/217 Mary Brammer, John 27 Oct 1816 Stone

1148/218 Mary S Wooton, William B Potter 27 Oct 1817 Stoke-on-Trent

1149/219 Mary S Walker, John B 29 Mar 1818 Leek

1150/220 Mary S Kidd, Sampson B 28 Jun 1818 Alstonefield
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1151/221 Mary S Yates, George B 3 Apr 1820 Alstonefield

1152/222 Mary Price, Richard 8 Oct 1820 Kingswinford

1153/223 Mary Welch, John 26 Nov 1820 Norton-le-

Moors

1154/224 Mary S Stone Camb, Mark B 28 May 1821 Stafford St

Mary

1155/225 Mary Wood, Thomas 11 Apr 1822 Stone

1156/226 Mary W Smith, George W 15 Apr 1822 High Offley
1157/227 Mary S Hill, Hiram B 30 Jun 1822 Wombourne

1158/228 Mary Beech, Richard 4  Aug 1822 Norton-le-

moors

1159/229 Mary Dix, Thomas 10 Feb 1823 Stone

1160/230 Mary S Hays, Jeffery W 16 Jun 1823 Hanley

1161/231 Mary S Parker, William B 19 Jul 1824 Stowe  wcp

1162/232 Mary Rotchell,

Thomas

Eccleshall 28 Dec 1825 Chebsey

1163/233 Mary Pass, Simeon 23 Nov 1826 Biddulp

1164/234 Mary Kesteever,

Edward

24 Apr 1827 Audley

1165/235 Mary S Eccleshall Williams,
Michael

B Eccleshall 2 Oct 1827 Eccleshall L

1166/236 Mary S Jukes, Joseph B 11 Feb 1828 Tipton

1167/237 Mary S Anslow, William B 19 May 1828 Wolverhampton

1168/238 Mary S Brown, Charles B Cordwainer 22 Sep 1828 Fulford

1169/239 Mary S Addison,

Thomas

B Eccleshall 2 Apr 1829 Maer L

1170/240 Mary Turnock, Joseph 7 Jul 1829 Biddulph

1171/241 Mary S Dix, James B Farm servant 29 Dec 1830 Leek

1172/242 Mary Bishop, James 24 Feb 1831 Stone

1173/243 Mary S Humphrys,

Edward

B 18 Nov 1832 Sedgley

1174/244 Mary Sutton, John 30 Dec 1832 Stone

1175/245 Mary S Myatt, George B Collier 19 Feb 1833 Fulford

1176/246 Mary W Mould, Sampson Hus. Cheddleton 29 Jun 1833 Leek

1177/247 Mary Brooks, John 29 Dec 1834 Wolverhampton

1178/248 Mary S Ellis, Robert W 7 Mar 1835 Tipton

1179/249 Mary S Sherratt, Hamlet B 9 Nov 1835 Stoke-on-Trent

1180/250 Mary S Brisco, James W 14 Oct 1836 Lichfield St

Michael

1181/251 Mary Ann S Simpson,

William

B Potter 7 Feb 1819 Burslem
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1182/252 Mary Ann S Lovatt, Thomas B Wolverhamp

ton

30 Oct 1823 Brewood L

1183/253 Mary Ann S Billington,

Richard

B Hairdresser 5 Nov 1834 Wolstanton

1184/254 Mary Ann W Stanyer, William B 17 Apr 1837 Burslem

1185/255 Mary

Anne

S Eccleshall Plant, William B Eccleshall 26 Mar 1833 Eccleshall l
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PLANT DISTRIBUTION – 1880 USA

Information taken from 1880 Census Returns

State Numbers % State Numbers %

Illinois IL 218 7.9 Oregon OR -

Indiano IN 28 Idaho ID 1

Michigan MI 186 6.7 Montana MT -

Ohio OH 81 New Mexico NM -

Wisconsin WI 69 Utah UT 32

Arizona AZ - Washington WA 5

California CA 32 Wyoming WY 1

Colarado CO 1 Connecticut CT 59

Nevada NV 2 Maine ME 43

Massachusetts MA 313 11.3 New Hampshire NH 85

Rhode Island RI 219 7.9 Vermont VT 87

New York City 154 5.6 Up State New York 218 7.9

Pensylvania PA 99 Deloware DE -

Maryland MD - New Jersey NJ 66

Washington DC Virginia VA 6

    District of Columbia 62 West Virginia 28

North Carolina NC - South Carolina SC 2

Kentucky KY 17 Tennessee TN 47

Georgia GA 105 3.8 Florida FL 15

Alabama AL 56 Mississippi MS 16

Arkansas AR  78 Louisiana LA 5

Texas TE 18 Iowa IA 26

Minnesota MN 104 3.8 Missouri MO 120 4.3

Dakota 8 Kansas KS 18

Nebraska NE 31

Total Population =     2761
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PLANTS BORN IN ENGLAND
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DNA Testing and Web Site Report - by Dr John S Plant (member no. 52) June 2004

There is a growing interest in understanding the new opportunities that Y-DNA testing provides.

To an extent the new technique can be seen as being complementary to onomastics1 – that is the

study of the origins and development of names and surnames. In the last report it was mentioned

that some other names of possible relevance to Plantagenet had joined our Y-DNA testing project

group. There was no particular reason to expect a male-line connection to the Duke family and,

after several results that did not match, the Dukes left to form their own separate testing group. On

the other hand there was some degree of expectation that the name Waring might match with Plant

since there could be a common origin for these names in the so-called ‘Warren-Plantagenet’ affinity.

Few results are yet available for the Warings. The current developments should be regarded as being

preliminary to further investigations though they have suggested an interesting new line of enquiry

and I have updated our web-page on a possible ‘Warren-Plantagenet’ affinity to take account of

it. This web-page is reproduced as a section of this report. The report also includes some general

comments about the role of Y-DNA testing and some further Y-DNA results for the Plants.

An appropriate context for the Plant name

It is estimated2 that there are around 15,000 Plants in the UK, not counting those who have emi-

grated overseas. Of the few that have been tested, 8 out of 12 have been found to have matching

Y-DNA signatures indicating that about two-thirds of the current Plant population may have been

fathered by the same ancestor this millennium. It is not certain what fraction of the Plants were

from the same family when the name originated but the simplest explanation is that all Plants ini-

tially belonged to the same male-line family. It is then to be expected that some will have swapped

names between Plant and other names. Some intermixing of Y-DNA between different surnames is

generally to be expected for such reasons as name changes upon title inheritance from the mother,

adoption, or because of illegitimacy. Such Y-DNA leakage between surnames can be expected to

have occurred in modern times as well as in the earliest times of a surname’s development. This can

explain why not all Plants are genetic male-line descendants of an initial single Plant family.

For the Plants one might consider a society of common folk in the principal Plant homeland

of east Cheshire and north Staffordshire from around 1400AD, or consider proximities to an earlier

noble affinity from around 1200AD. When we return to medieval times it is uncertain to what extent

names similar to Plant were spasmodically developing or were beginning to be inherited down male

lines. However, for the times of the earliest evidence for the ‘Plant name’ there appears to have been

a loose association with de Warenne-like names. At best the evidence is patchy. However, in order

to discuss an initial Y-DNA match that was recently found between the names Plant and Waring, it

seems appropriate to revisit the notion of a Warren-Plantagenet affinity.

This notional affinity provides some historical basis of why we might expect some Y-DNA

matches between Plant-like and Warren or Waring-like names. There might for example have been

a purely male-line common ancestor (MRCA) for some Plant-like and some Warren or Waring-like

names around the times of Geoffrey Plante Genest, in the early-mid 12th century. The descending

line of Geofrey’s son Hamelin was associated with both de Warenne-like and Planteng’-like names.

This and an associated role for Y-DNA testing will be outlined further below.

1Before DNA testing helped to discredit the idea, Plant was widely believed to be a multi-origin surname meaning

a gardener. Y-DNA tends to follow surnames. Some surnames are believed to have originated as patronymics (derived

from the father’s name) whilst others are matronymics (developed from the mother). There are also for example names

derived from other family relationships, occupations, landmarks, place names, personality traits or characteristics. The

Y-DNA evidence indicates that the Plants are likely to have originated as a single family and this has reinforced earlier

doubts about a gardener interpretation. This has led to an alternative view that Plant means ‘offspring’ which raises a

question ‘Why have a name that means offspring?’. Possible answers can be found in accounts for other names such as

Child, Children, Young, or perhaps even FitzWarin (son of Warin).
2W. Keith Plant (1988) Roots and Branches, 1, 4-6.
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Interrelatedness and more distant ‘male-line relatedness’

Ultimately we are all belong to the world’s population and we are all related. There have been

attempts to model degrees of relatedness within an isolated population. For example a paper by

Chang3 considers a simplified model of a randomly-intermating closed society of, for example,

4,000 people. The expectations from this simple model are that such a group of people will become

interrelated after about 22 generations with a Most Recent Common Ancestor (MRCA) of around

12 generations ago. In other words, they will become at least 11th cousins of each other apart from

some degrees of removal (e.g. 8th cousins twice removed). The smaller a society the more quickly

it becomes interrelated, one way or another, through mixed male-and-female lines. Such a model

has obvious limitations. For example, it is difficult to assess how numerous one should take the

members of, for example, an intermating aristocracy to be. One could imagine a tightly isolated

group of elite individuals but, more generally, the extent to which class and geographical barriers

were traversed is uncertain.

It is important to stress that Y-DNA findings are different from the findings from Chang’s theo-

retical model. First the Y-DNA findings are experimental results – they apply to true life rather than

to expectations based on a simplified model. Secondly, they relate solely to male lines of descent.

Any talk of a common ancestor (MRCA) in connection with Y-DNA studies refers to the Most

Recent Common Ancestor down just male-lines.

The purely-male lines of relationship are relatively few. Except for relatively few close male-

line relatives, the male lines converge back to a male-line MRCA who is typically far further back,

in much earlier millennia, than is the case for the typical MRCA applying to mixed male-and-

female lines. The Y-DNA results do not relate to the vast majority of our ancestral lines which

are not purely paternal and which do not involve father to son to his son etc., but which involve

mothers and paternal grandmothers for example as well as just the single line through our male-

line ancestors4. Y-DNA is associated with purely male-line descents and, to a lesser extent, so are

surnames. Neither surnames nor Y-DNA reflect the full extent of our interrelatedness.

Plants - a possible explanation of the medieval distribution

The following web-page entry5, with its Historical Note, has been on the Plant Family History

Group web-site for some time, within a section of the web-site about the geographical distribution

of the Plant name in England. This web-page summarises the current evidence for associating the

Plant name with a so-called Warren-Plantagenet affinity.

In its recently updated version, the web-page relating to the Warren-Plantagenet affinity is re-

produced below.

The evidence

The medieval evidence for the Plant name in England can be compared with a theory that the

Plants were somehow allied to the so-called Warren-Plantagenet affinity. This seems plausible since,

for example:-

• there is 1352 evidence of a James Plant being a casualty of the disinheritance of the Warrens

from their traditional Norfolk lands [Patent Rolls]; and,

• the illegitimate Warren descent settled in east Cheshire c1380 and this tallies with the geo-

graphical shift in the extant evidence for the Plant name.

There is some evidence for earlier similar names, such as Plantevelue6 in medieval France and there

3http://www.stat.yale.edu/˜jtc5/pubs/Ancestors.pdf
4At each generation the number of our ancestral lines doubles. People used to bear children and die younger and we

might estimate that there have been around 30 generations since 1400AD. This implies 2**30 = 1,073,741,824 or, in

other words, over a billion ancestral lines leading back to ‘Warren-Plantagenet’ times but only one of these lines is the

purely male-line down which the Y-chromosome has descended.
5http://www.plant-fhg.org.uk/distrib explain.html
6http://www.plant-fhg.org.uk/semantics.pdf
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is also the place-name Plunton (1086) in Lancashire which may have become the same place as

Fildepumpton and Wodeplumpton by 1323 and 1327 respectively. Plantevelue may have had some

influence on the name Plantegenest. The place-name Plunton might have related somehow to Plonte.

More generally however there is reason to suppose some interaction of meaning in a loosely defined

‘de Warenne-Plantegenest’ affinity in which there are several similar names.

Historical Note

In the 12th century Geoffrey Plante Genest or Plantegenest (now normally referred to as Planta-

genet), count of Anjou, founded the Angevin Empire which comprised Aquitaine, Normandy, and

England. His sons Henry II, king of England from 1154, and Hamelin played a prominent role in

England. Hamelin was an illegitimate half brother of Henry II and he married Isabel de Warrene in

1164 thereby taking over the ‘de Warenne’ title to the earldom of Surrey — Hamelin’s descendants

may have retained an interest in Plantagenet-like names with for example Hamelyn’s son William

(de Warenne), 5th earl of Surrey, marrying the widowed mother of Roger le Bigod whose ‘butler

and serjent’ was called Roger Plantyn or Planteng’ (records in Norfolk 1254-8). There were other

Plant-like names nearby.

The medieval distribution of the Plant name can be explained through some form of association

with the ‘de Warenne’ name, perhaps for example as a result of illegitimate descent. Early instances

of Pl(a/e)nte occur for example near traditional ‘de Warenne’ lands in Norfolk. After 4 generations

of the so-called Warren-Plantagenet earls of Surrey, a particular family retaining an interest in the

“Plantagenet” name, by around the end of the 13th century, may have been the descendants of king

Edward I’s brother, Edmund, who had become 1st earl of Lancaster. Following Edward I’s Welsh

campaigns from Chester, the surname Plant is found in 1301 near the north Welsh borderlands terri-

tory of John (Plantagenet) (de Warenne) and there is also a suggestion of a connection to land near

the Manor of la Planteland in Monmouthshire (south Welsh borderlands) where most of the late

13th century Lancastrians (so-called ‘Plantagenets’) were born. The ‘de Warennes’ were disinher-

ited from their traditional Norfolk lands after the last ‘de Warenne’ earl of Surrey died in 1347, after

having feuded with the Lancastrians from around 1320. An illegitimate ‘Warren’ descent settled

with the Plonte family in east Cheshire c1370 which became the principal homeland of the Plants.

The illegitimate ‘Warren’ descent inherited, through marriage, de Stokeport lands at Poynton

(east Cheshire) and Woodplumpton in Lancashire. After the last Plantagenet king was killed by the

Tudors (1485) it is recorded that there were many substantial families bearing the name of Wareing

or Waringe in the manor of Woodplumpton. There is evidence that there have been confusions

between the Warren and Waring names.

Sources for the evidence

General introduction — This information is brought together in a series of articles in Roots and Branches7 by John S

Plant, starting on related topics in Issue No. 16, such as in Issue No. 19 which discusses the proximity of Plant

name origins to the de Warennes.

Early primary source evidence for Plantegenest-like names and Plantin and Planteng’ — Plante Genest in the poem

Roman de Rou by the Norman poet Wace (1135-74) (ed. Andresen), vol ii, p437, ll 1030002, 10305. — Plante-

genest in John of Marmoutiers’ Preface (circa 1170-75) to the Gesta Consulum Andegavorum Chroniques des

Comtes d’Anjou, p 170. — Roger Plantin, serjent of the earl of Norfolk, Close Rolls in 1252 — Roger Plantyn,

butler of the earl of Norfolk, Close Rolls in 1258 — Roger Plantyn, lands in Norfolk, Patent Rolls in 1258 —

Galfrido Plauntegenet, serjent at arms, Wodestock, Close Rolls in 1266 — Roger Planteng’ Guldeford’ Norff’,

Close Rolls in 1268

Some early primary source evidence for Plant-like names — Radulphus Plente, responsibility for the burbhote of

Oxford in 1219, Pipe Rolls in 1219 — William Plente (Kent), Pipe Rolls in 1219 — Simon Plente (York), Pipe

Rolls in 1230 — William Plaunte (Essex), Forest Pleas in 1262 — William Plente, land in Norfolk, Norwich

Cathedral Charters in 1272-84 — William Plauntes (Norfolk), Rotuli Hundrederum in 1275 — William Plante

(Cambridge), Rotuli Hundrederum in 1275 — Henry de Plantes (Huntingdonshire), Patent Rolls in 1282 —

Richard Plant, Ewelowe near Chester, Pipe Rolls in 1301

A secondary source claim of a connection between Plantagenet and Plant — The Plant name was ‘supposed to be

corrupted from Plantagenet’ in John Sleigh (1862) A History of the Ancient Parish of Leek, p 33.

7http://www.plant-fhg.org.uk/journal.html
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DNA investigation of a male-line relationship between Plant and Waring or Warren — The latest results8 are given

on this web site

Primary evidence for de Warenne and Warren alias Waryng and a link to the principal Plant homeland — Hameli-

nus de Warrena (Lincolnshire), in 1187, Transcripts of Charters relating to the Gilbertine Houses (Lincs Rec. Soc.

18, 1922) — William de Warenne (Essex), in 1285, Feet of Fines — John Warren alias Waryng, in 1512, Reg-

ister of Oxford University (Oxford Hist. Soc. 1, 10-12, 14, 1885-9) — Wareing or Waringe in the manor of

Woodplumpton in the reign of Henry VIII, Rolls of 25, 31, 38, Eliz.

Initial results for Plantt and Waring and testing a contention of interrelatedness

There are impediments to establishing a Y-DNA signature for Plantagenet, a name that has been

associated with the late medieval kings of England. It is therefore necessary to use less direct

methods to examine various possibilities of claimed male-line descent from them. This can involve

comparing the Y-DNA signatures of names that might descend from the Warren-Plantagenet affinity.

Such lines do not carry the same constitutional significance as would a legitimate male-line from

the so-called ‘Plantagenet’ kings themselves. In connection with possible male-line descents from

this affinity it is relevant to note that, for centuries, there have been claims of connections between

the names Plantagenet, Plantt, and Plant as well as between Plantagenet, Warren or Waring. It is

hence relevant to compare Y-DNA signatures of such names, if only to disprove that they all match.

When looking for Y-DNA matches between different names the more markers that are measured

the better. The Y-DNA signature for most Plants was initially established at the 10 marker level and

it is now becoming clear at the 26 marker level. The most common Y-DNA signature for the Plants

is labeled PMH (for Plant Modal Haplotype) in Table 2. The Y-DNA signature for a descendant

from the name spelling Plantt (PT1a) was initially found to match the most common Plant signa-

ture (the PMH) at the 10 marker level. The measurements for him have now been extended to 26

markers. With this many markers, the only discrepancy between his signature and the PMH is for

the measurement of the marker called DYS4589 – this differs by a single mutation. In other words,

for 26 markers, there is a genetic distance of 1 between the tested Plantt descendant and the most

common signature for Plant (the PMH).

A genetic distance of 1 for 26 markers gives rise10 to a probability distribution for the common

ancestor (MRCA) of this Plantt and most Plants. The distribution is skewed with a long tail extend-

ing up to a large number of generations. However, it shows that there is only 9% chance that the

MRCA is within the last 5 generations and 9% chance that he was longer ago than 39 generations. In

other words there is an 82% probability that the male-line common ancestor (MRCA) was between

6 and 38 generations ago; this gives a date of around 1200 to 1850AD.

This estimated date range for a common ancestor (c1200-1850) is based on the DNA probability

statistics and it is gratifying that this is in line with what we already know from surviving documents

about the timescale for the development of Plant(t)-like names. As the Plantt ancestor was in the

USA by 1655 and most Plants are still in England, we may surmise that it seems likely that the

common ancestor (MRCA) of this Plantt and the main body of Plants was between about 1200 and

1650AD.

This provided a sound basis from which to start testing other names such as Waring. The first

two Warings tested did not match the most common Y-DNA signature for the Plants (the PMH).

Nor did they match any other known Plant signature. Indeed they appeared to have a deep ancestry

(going back around 25,000 years) that is associated with Scandinavia with a branch extending down

8http://www.plant-fhg.org.uk/dna.html#results2
9Most markers are believed to mutate about once every 500 generations. However there is some emrging evidence

being reported that the DYS458 marker mutates more quickly than most. Even with a mutation rate of .002 (i.e. once

every 500 generations) the calculated MRCA is expected to be well within the most recent millennium.
10These calculations use an MRCA calculator available at...

http://www.bearport.org/Downloads/MRCAChart-b.4.zip with an assumption of .002 for the average mutation

rate. The calculating program has been written by B.G.Galbraith and it is based on equations presented by Bruce Walsh

in Genetics 158, 897-912, as reproduced at http://www.genetics.org/cgi/reprint/158/2/897.pdf
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into central Europe (haplogroup I) whereas the deep ancestry of most Plants and the Plantt descen-

dant is western European (haplogroup R1b). Hence the male-line common ancestor (MRCA) of

these Warings and most Plants seems to have been at least about 25 millennia ago.

Then the third Waring tested matched 12/12 with Plantt and the most common Plant signa-

ture (the PMH). Since the earliest known ancestor of this Waring (WG3a) emigrated to the USA

from Shropshire around 1640, and since Shropshire is near the principal Plant homeland, this re-

sult seemed to indicate a good chance that the MRCA for him and most Plants was between about

1000AD
11 and 1640AD. It should be noted however that, so far, this gave only one Waring who

matched with Plantt and most Plants (the PMH) and only at the 12/12 level of resolution. It re-

mained possible for example that the ancestor, whereby a Plant became called Waring, could have

been before when surnames began, or in the Plantagenet-Warren affinity, or in more recent times.

Plans were set in motion to obtain more Y-DNA data for Warings and Warrens and to see if the

initial Plant-Waring match could be tied rather more tightly to the Warren-Plantagenet affinity.

As soon as the 12/12 match of a Waring to most Plants was obtained, the matching Waring

(WG3a) kindly agreed to update his test from 12 to 25 markers. The testing laboratory was unusually

busy and there was a delay. While awaiting further results, the 12/12 matching Waring (WG3a)

supplied me with some details of the research for his own descent12 such as for Sampson Waring.

This Sampson is apparently WG3a’s ancestor who sailed from England to the USA (Table 1(a)). The

genealogical records indicate that the matching Waring (WG3a) had descended from the Shrewsbury

Warings. More generally, there was considerable correspondence with various Warings, some of

which is included in Table 1(b). The 12/12 Waring match of WG3a to most Plants seemed to

involve the Shropshire Warings13. Their pedigree in the Heralds Visitation of 1623 traced them

back to Warin, Lord of Onslow c1300. There had been various conjectures about this Warin’s

ancestry. Though there is no clear connection between Warin Lord of Onslow and the Warrens, the

DBS14 entries (Table 1(c)) mention that there have been such confusions as ones between Warren

and Warin as well as between Warin and Waring. Following the 12/12 Y-DNA match there seemed

to be room for some conjecture about possible relationships between the Warings of Shrewsbury

and Woodplumpton and most Plants and the Warrens of Poynton and Woodplumpton, descendants

of Geoffrey Plante Genest.

In the final few days of preparing this report, the 25 marker results for the matching Waring

have become available. From a genetic distance of 0 in the 12 marker test (i.e. an exact match)

this has changed to a genetic distance of 8 in the 25 marker test. The unexpected can happen and

I had couched my remarks with caution in view of such a possibility. From a 90% probability that

the corresponding common ancestor was in the past millennium there was now, in the light of the

further results, little chance that this Waring and most Plants are so related15. Word has quickly got

around about the sudden reversal of the Plant-Waring match. The list manager of the international

GENEALOGY-DNA discussion group16 contacted me to suggest that there may have been some

mix-up of samples by the testing laboratory between the two tests17 of the WG3a sample. It has to

11The probability distribution for a 12/12 match gives a 10% chance that the MRCA was longer ago than 50 generations

or, in other words, about 1000 years.
12The research is attributed to Suzanne Waring Kelsey and Cynthia Waring Shockley or to Joyce Minton.
13It seemed that the Shropshire Warings were connected to Warin Lord of Onslow in 1299 and 1311, in the times of the

so-called Warren-Plantagenet affinity. This was before the Warrens began their feud with the Lancastrians in c1320. This

led on to the capture of Richard II at Chester by the Lancastrians in 1399. A rebellion against the new Lancastrian king,

Henry IV, led by Henry Percy included Percy’s son Harry Hotspur and various families from Cheshire and Shropshire.

The rebellion was defeated by the Lancastrians at the Battle of Shrewsbury in 1403.

http://bbc.co.uk/shropshire/history/2003/02/battle of shrewsbury/index.shtml
14P.H.Reaney (1958) A Dictionary of British Surnames.
15The MRCA calculator will not deal with a genetic distance of 8 but even a distance of 5 would imply that there was

only a 10% chance that the MRCA is within the past 35 generations (say, 700 years) and, with a distance of 8, the chances

are less. At least this shows the importance of getting as much Y-DNA data as possible before coming to a conclusion

about an apparent match between two different surnames.
16http://lists.rootsweb.com/index/other/DNA/GENEALOGY-DNA.html
17A similar case is reported at http://archiver.rootsweb.com/th/read/GENEALOGY-DNA/2004-05/1085899545
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Information obtained from - The American Genealogist, whole Number 22 Oct 1977, Vol 53 No 4. DAR Records.

CJCLDS Ancestral File and IGI. Research of Larry Pennington and Joyce Minton - related to Sampson.

Husband’s full name - Sampson Waring, b 1617 Shrewsbury, Shropshire, England (To VA in 1640 on a commission

from the King of England), married 1648, d 1668 The Cliffs Plantation, Calvert, MD, will proved 18 March

1670/1 at Calvert, Co. MD. Occupation - Lawyer, Military Record - Captain, His father - Basil Waring (1585-

1647), Mother’s maiden name - Anne Perch.

Wife’s full maiden name - Sarah Lugh or Leigh, b c1627.

Children - Basil, b c1654 Calvert MD, mar. c1680 Calvert MD, will proved 8 Dec 1688 Calvert MD, burial The

Cliffs Plantation, Calvert MD.

The DNA results are opening up a new field of inquiry. So many Warings have independant tradi-

tions of being related to royalty/aristocracy and the general feeling is that “There must be something

in this”.

I found this reference a while ago; Records of the Rolls of 25, 31, 38, Eliz. in the vicinity of

the Lancashire manor of Woodplumpton (which the Warrens inherited with Poynton from the Stoke-

ports) many substantial families bearing the name of Wareing or Waringe in the time of Henry VIII

and afterwards; believed to be, in some way or other, descendants from the owners of Poynton and

Woodplumpton.

Woodplumpton is about 0.5 miles NW of Preston. I’ve found some Wareings that come from the

Preston area in the early-mid 1700’s. These Wareings used the coat of arms of the Waringes of

Shrewsbury (these are the apparent ancestors of WG3a - the Waring whose Y-DNA matches most

Plants). The Warrens of Poynton were the illegitimate descendants of the Warenne-Plantagenets, so

perhaps my research will go some way to explaining the coincidence of Plant/Waring DNA?

I’ve traced my Wareings back to Brindle, near Preston, in the early 18th century. A relative,

William Wareing was R.C. Bishop of Northampton in the 1850’s and used the Arms of the Waringes of

Shrewsbury as part of his episcopal coat of arms. Presumably, therefore, we descend from a branch

of this family but I don’t know which branch. The Visitation of Shropshire records a pedigree of the

Shrewbury Waringes, but I don’t know if they used the Arms prior to 1623.

Finding my ancestors’ coat of arms was the ‘breakthrough’. I went to Shropshire Record Office to

look at the pedigrees of the Waringes of Shrewsbury. These trace the ancestory back to Warin Dominus

de Onslow 1299 & 1311. Onslow was SW of Shrewsbury. The only indication of a possible ancestry

for Warin Lord of Onslow was a note which referred to Warin Algaf/Warin son of Althef who held land

in Shrewsbury “at a very early period” according to the Alderbury deeds.

I found that a junior branch of the FitzWarins of Whittington (near Oswestry) owned, or part

owned, the Manor of Alderbury in 1311. As Onslow was practically ‘next door’ it seemed to me that

this might well indicate a family relationship.

Dennis Wareing, Birmingham.

Wareing, Waring, Warin, Waring, Wearing, Wharin, FitzWarin: Robertus filius Warini (Warin)

1086 Inq-El (C), Gislebertus filius Garini 1086 DB (Ess), Warinus filius Toruerdi 1142 NthCh

(L), Willelmus filius Warin, Gwarini Hy 2 DC (L); Robert, Gilbert Warin’ 1198 Cur (Y), c1209

Fees (Du), John Waryng 1275 SRWo; Roger Warenge 1478 LLB L; John Warren alias Waryng

1512 Oxon; William Wairin 1665 RothwellPR (Y); Thomas Warring 1674 HTSf. AFr Warin, OFr

Guarin, Guérin, from OG Warin, a very common Norman personal name. This has been confused

with WARREN.

Warren, Warran, Warrand, Warrant: William de Warene, de Warenne, de Garenna 1086 DB; Hameli-

nus de Warrena 1187 Gilb (L); William de Warenne 1285 FFEss. From La Varenne (Seine In-

ferieure). There is no reason to suppose that this also means ‘at the warren’ as stated by Bardsley.

There are no examples with atte. The surname has been confused with WAREING.

Table 1: (a) Genealogical evidence for Sampson Waring; (b) some correspondence from the War-

ings; (c) the DBS entry for Waring-like and Warren-like names
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be added, however, that the 12-marker motif of most Plants and WG3a is more common than most

and it is shared by around 1.4% of all Western European men. One possibility is that it was just

a statistical fluke that when we tested the 3rd Waring we hit just by chance on this 1% possibility

of a 12/12 match to other Europeans. This was followed by an unlikely complete reversal of the

initial 12 marker result when a further 13 markers were measured to seek confirmation of the initial

match. As this is a combination of two unlikely outcomes for the WG3a test it becomes relevant

to consider other unlikely explanations. An alternative explanation is that the testing laboratory has

made a mistake, though FT-DNA18 say this is only 0.1% likely. FT-DNA have offered to repeat the

measurements on the WG3a sample but they will charge him an additional 50 US dollars if their

measurements are confirmed to be correct. At the time of writing it is uncertain what will happen

next.

The first result for a Warren

At least this has attracted some publicity to our project and we now have the first result for a Warren

who has joined our Y-DNA testing group. This is labeled W1a in Table 2. The publicity has also

brought forward the following message 19..

Anglo-Irish-French Male-line Descendants of Geoffrey Plantagenet

Plantagenet Y DNA should not be hard to find considering the number of contemporary

descendants of this family in the male line. Here’s one example:

Hamelin Plantagenet, 5th Comte de Warren had William, 6th Comte de Warren et Surrey

who had Jean, 7th Comte de Warren et Surrey who had a younger son Sir Edouard de Warren

who removed to Ireland and had a son Nicholas Warrren, Esq. who had a son William

Warren, Esq. who, in exchange for one of his English domains received Corduff Castle

which remained in the family until the 19th c. Upon the death of the 8th Earl in England the

Earldom of Surrey passed into the Arundel family while the Norman title, Comte de Warren

passed de jure to William of Corduff, Co. Dublin. He had Edward Warren Esq. of Corduff

Castle who had Richard Warren, Esq. of Corduff Castle who had Edward Warren, Esq.

of Corduff Castle who had John Warren, Esq. of Corduff Castle who had Nicholas Warren,

Esq. of Corduff and Seatown who had Thomas Warren, Esq. of Corduff and Clonestorke who

had Nicholas Warren, Esq. of Corduff, Swords and Sillock had Edward Warren of Corduff,

Swords, Sillock and Seatown, Gent. who was a Jacobite and who after the Boyne removed to

France as did many of the Irish nobility and entered into the service of the Duke of Lorraine

and in recognition of his direct descent from the earls of Warren was given letters patent

as Comte Edouard de Warren and had Francois Joseph Patrice, comte de Warren who had

Jean Baptist, comte de Warren who had Edouard Francois Patrice, comte de Warren who

had Lucien Adolphe Esprit, comte de Warren who had Edouard Francois Patrice, comte de

Warren who had Marc Marie Edouard, comte de Warren who had William Marie Georges

Edouard Emmanuel, the present comte de Warren of chateau de et a Fontaine de Chaalis b.

1936 his son Count Laurent Marie Francois de Warren will succeed him as head of the this

ancient House.

Although Warrens in name and title they, apparently, have pure Plantagenet blood in the

male line, and are in direct descent from the ancient French Counts of Anjou.

It is not clear to what extent people bearing the Warren surname more generally are male-line

relatives of this claimed line of Warren-Plantagenet descent. All we know so far is that the first

Warren who has been tested in our Y-DNA testing programme has not matched with any Waring or

Plant.

18We began our Y-DNA testing programme using the Oxford Ancestors testing laboratory. FamilyTree-DNA FT-DNA

offer a more complete service and are cheaper and when we repeated some of the initial tests with them there were no

discrepancies in the measurements between the two companies. FT-DNA have a high international reputation.
19http://www.genforum.genealogy.com/plantagenet/messages/1213.html
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Some relevant comments about DNA testing

I tend to get more enquiries about DNA Testing than people actually going ahead with the test.

Perhaps if I followed the lead of some of the less scrupulous DNA Testing Laboratories, which make

exaggerated claims about the capabilities of DNA Testing, I would get more volunteers. However

the few who are unscrupulous have led to some bad publicity and, at the other extreme, there are

those who have castigated DNA Testing perhaps partly out of fear that it might disprove their pet

theories about some grand scheme of descent. My own view is that it is important to try to give a

fair and balanced account while supporting the rigorous testing of genealogical theories as much as

is possible using the information that only Y-DNA can provide20.

Y-DNA testing has been reasonably helpful to the Plants. The Plants have been found to be

in large part a single family though the Dictionary of British Surnames (the DBS) has maintained

that they were assorted servants. On the other hand the onomastics of the DBS suggest that the

Warrens, or perhaps some of the Warings, may be the true Warren-Plantagenet descendants. It

would be understandable if the Warrens were to feel that they have more to lose than gain from

DNA Testing – the testing might show that the Warrens are not a single family descended from the

noble de Warennes and it may undermine their preferred way of thinking. As a scientist by training

I feel tempted to take the line of refusing to believe genealogical theories unless they have been

thoroughly Y-DNA tested, though that would be insensitive to those who do not share my outlook.

It is gratifying however that there is a growing understanding of what Y-DNA testing can and cannot

do in as much as this makes it more difficult for the unscrupulous to make exaggerated claims about

it and for the detractors to make unjustifiable excuses for not using it for testing existing genealogical

theories. Having said that, it is only fair to add that some people may simply think that the test is

too expensive — such an objection should not be dismissed as just an unjustifiable excuse.

The scientist and explorer Sir Francis Galton (1822-1911)21 developed, amongst other things,

fingerprinting techniques. DNA signatures are often compared to fingerprints though the newer

science of DNA testing is as yet less advanced. Bruce Walsh (2001)22 remarks ‘Finally, our results

have forensic implications in that a complete match at all markers between a suspect and a sample

excludes only a modest subset of the population unless a very large number of markers (> 500

microsatellites) are used’. With 500 DNA markers one of them, on average, could be expected to

mutate at each generation. So far, far fewer are used in Y-DNA testing and forensic standards of

proven identity are not obtained though it should be added that forensic standards are high and most

so-called ‘genealogical proofs’ would not be accepted to be of a forensic standard either. Measuring

12 or 25 Y-DNA markers is not sufficient to identify an individual uniquely and genealogical testing

relies on the fact that the individual’s brother, and other male-line relatives, will have the same or a

very similar Y-DNA signature.

With 12 or 25 Y-DNA markers there is a chance that a match will be found to other males

including ones who are not male-line relatives within the past millennium. Measuring more markers

can reduce the chances of a match to other individuals but, because of this problem, the simplest

advice is to restrict Y-DNA testing to those with the same or similar surnames. If one then gets

a match, of both surname and Y-DNA signature, there are high chances that those matching are

male-line relatives within recent history. Thus Family Tree DNA give the following simple table to

20Some have cast a slur on DNA Testing calling it a pseudo-science but, though it is a popular science, it is nonetheless a

science. It is based on the scientific method of testing theories with repeatable experiments. Genealogy itself is sometimes

described as a science and sometimes as an art. It is based on scrutinising old documents. This is repeatable to the extent

that the old documents can be rescrutinised though it can be less easy to verify that the old documents are telling the

truth. Genealogy relies on a faith in the truth of the old documents and on a confidence about their proper interpretation

— there is a long tradition for this whereas most people have yet to come to terms with the new scientific technique of

DNA Testing.
21Both Charles Darwin and Francis Galton were grandsons of Erasmus Darwin whose grandparents were William

Darwin (b 1655) and the heiress of Robert Waring of Wilsford in the county of Nottingham.
22Bruce Walsh (2001) Estimating the Time to the Most Recent Common Ancestor for the Y chromosome or Mitochon-

drial DNA for a Pair of Individuals in Genetics, 158, 897-912.
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indicate the chances being related23 when taking their 12, 25, or their newly-introduced 37 marker

test. In the following table, the genetic distance is the extent to which the measured markers do not

match, such that for example a genetic distance of 0 is an exact match and a distance of 2 implies

either single mutations of two different markers or two steps of mutation of just one marker. It is

important to stress that this table applies only when comparing volunteers with the same surname.

Genetic distance: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

12 marker test related possibly probably not not not not not

25 marker test related related probably probably not not not not

37 marker test tightly related tightly related related probably possibly not

The exact match in the 12 marker test of a Waring to most Plants indicated that they were related

in ‘recent historical’ times if we could regard them as having ‘the same surname’. Clearly Plant and

Waring are not the same surname though we did have prior knowledge that there may be a male-line

connection between them. In particular the Warings were chosen for comparison with the Plants

because of prior reason to suppose that some of them might have the shared ancestor Geoffrey Plante

Genest and it seemed to merit further study that the third Waring tested was found to match 12/12

with most Plants. However a 25 marker test did not confirm the initial 12 marker result for the

matching Waring (leaving aside the possibility of rechecking the result). Measuring more markers

is especially important when trying to confirm a match between different surnames.

Some correspondence with the Plants

An interesting example of a recent piece of correspondence, indicating a growing sophistication in

connection with understanding the Y-DNA test, was received from the Plant volunteer P1b, who

has recently taken the 12 marker test. This highlights the limitations of the test, in as much as it

highlights that there are small possibilities that the most probable explanation may not be the correct

one. These less likely possibilities may be only about 10%. As the message below indicates there

is about a 1% chance of an exact match of someone with a different surname to the 12 marker motif

of Plant (i.e. to the first 12 markers of the PMH) and a 10% chance of an 11/12 match. At least we

can place values on these uncertainties. Having known values for these uncertainties is unlike any

misgivings we might have about whether an old document is telling us the truth or being interpreted

correctly, about which we can often do little more than guess.

John,

I am pleased to have been able to confirm that I do indeed “belong” to the Plant Family; it is

something that I could have done in no other way. It would have been interesting to have shown

a link between our two branches of the family, but as you say, it may be possible to prove or

disprove when more data is available. I hope to take one of the higher marker tests soon.

I was surprised to find that in the Ysearch data base of around 4000 people, there were

thirty-seven 12/12 matches with my own results. These were two Barnes, two Freemans, two

Skidmores and two Plants (including myself), all from England. When the search was for 11/12

matches the number found was 296. These included a further three Barnes, two more Freemans

and one more Skidmore. Interestingly there were four McCains, two McKains, one McKain and

one McKean, mostly of Irish descent.

Best wishes, Jack

My reply was as follows..

Jack,

This is one of the reasons for measuring more markers - the characteristic signature for the

Plants is not a particularly unusual one. It is in a group found especially down the Western

coast of Europe (Ireland, Wales, Basques, etc. though it is found also further inland). It is

thought to have migrated up the Atlantic coast from Spain after the last Ice Age.

There are three ways in which a match can arise..

23http://www.ftdna.com/gdrules 12.html or http://www.ftdna.com/gdrules 25.html

or http://www.ftdna.com/gdrules 37.html
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Possibility (1) The Most Recent Common Ancestor (MRCA) down the male lines was near the beginning

of the history of mankind and since then the Y-DNA signatures have diverged greatly but it is pos-

sible that a few of them have reconverged just by chance (in the jargon this is called convergence).

Possibility (2) The MRCA was in the last millennium or so but before the times when surnames developed

and so there can be descendants who subsequently adopted more than one surname.

Possibility (3) The MRCA between two individuals with different surnames is in relatively recent times

and it has arisen from a false paternity event (e.g. a concealed liaison between a Mr Plant and a Mrs

Barnes with the offspring being called Barnes even though they were Plants by genetic descent).

The fact that you have the same surname *and also* have the same Y-DNA signature makes

it almost certain that you are a Plant by genetic descent. Since the Plant surname origi-

nated around 30 generations ago (at a guess) each individual can be expected to have about24

30x25/500 = 1.5 mutations difference from the original signature that founded the Plant sur-

name. Thus a few mutations difference in a 25 marker test are to be expected amongst the

Plants. The original signature can still be expected to be the most central one for the Plants

(the so-called Plant Modal Haplotype or PMH) but other individuals can be expected to differ

from it by 1 or 2 or even more mutations. These mutations can help to distinguish between the

different Plant branches since, once a mutation has occurred for one male ancestor, it can be

expected to remain for his male offspring.

Best wishes, John

The latest Y-DNA results for Plant

The above correspondence relates to an 11/12 match between P1b and my own Y-DNA signature

P1a. Table 2 shows that P1b matches exactly, in a 12 marker test, with the the most common Plant

signature (the PMH). P1a is just one mutation distant. It had been thought that both P1a and P1b

might descend from the same Thomas Plant (b 1745) as a shared ancestor and, hence, that P1b might

show the same mutation as P1a. Furthermore however, there was some question as to whether P1b

was truly a Plant by genetic descent. The finding is ‘yes’ he is but ‘no’ he does not have the P1a

mutation. This now leaves open two possibilities:-

possibility (a) Thomas Plant (b 1745) was not truly the ancestor of both P1a and P1b; or,

possibility (b) he was but the mutation for P1a has arisen in the 5 generations since then.

Since it is estimated that on average a marker mutates about once every 500 generations there is a

5x26/500 likelyhood or, in other words, a 26% chance of ‘possibility (b)’, that is that one of the

26 measured markers for P1a has mutated in the 5 generations since the time of Thomas (b 1745).

More likely any mutation would have occurred earlier so that both P1a and P1b could have been

expected to have it though we can not rule out either ‘possibility (b)’ or ‘possibilty (a)’. Further

investigations of other male line descendants of Thomas (b 1745) may help to clarify this point and

help to pinpoint more closely when the P1a mutation occurred. Meanwhile P1b is extending his

Y-DNA test from 12 to 25 markers, to see if any of his further markers differ from the PMH, which

might in due course confirm ‘possibility (a)’ and connect his line to some other branch of the Plant

family.

Table 2 also shows that 25 marker results have been obtained for P8a and P9a, neither of which

match with the PMH. In particular, the genealogical record of P8a has been investigated further by

Keith and it seems that there is good reason to suppose that P8a is not a Plant by male-line genetic

descent, having descended instead from a spinster Martha Plant at Leek in 1852. The Y-DNA results

confirm that P8a’s Plant name was not inherited by male-line descent from the main body of Plants

(the PMH). Thus, the Y-DNA evidence is now consistent with the genealogical evidence.

24This is based on an estimate that on average each marker mutates once every 500 generations. Some indications are

emerging that some markers may mutate faster than others. For the 12 marker test these may be DYS439, DYS385a,

DYS385b, DYS389-1, DYS389-2. For the further markers in the 25 marker test they may be DYS458, DYS459a,

DYS459b, DYS449, and all of DYS464a-d.
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DYS PMH PT1a WG3a P1a P1b P8a P9a W1a

19/394 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14

388 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12

390 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 23

391 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 10

392 13 13 13 12 13 13 13 13

393 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13

389-1 13 13 13 13 13 13 14 13

389-2 29 29 29 29 29 30 30 29

426 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12

425 12 12 12

385a 11 11 11 11 11 11 12 13

385b 14 14 14 14 14 15 15 15

439 11 11 11 11 11 13 12

458 18 19 16 18 18 17

459a 9 9 9 9 9 9

459b 10 10 10 10 10 10

455 11 11 11 11 11 11

454 11 11 11 11 11 11

447 25 25 25 25 25 25

437 16 16 15 16 15 14

448 20 20 19 20 19 19

449 30 30 28 30 28 31

464a 15 15 15 15 15 15

464b 15 15 15 15 15 15

464c 16 16 17 16 16 16

464d 16 16 17 16 17 18

Branch Code Earliest known ancestor of

branch

USA. PT1a William Plant(t), b c1655,

lived in VA

Jacksonville,

Arkansas,

USA.

WG3a Sampson Waring 1617-68,

born in Shropshire, England,

died in Maryland, USA

Sheffield,

England.

P1a Thomas Plant of Clowne,

?b 1745 Sutton-cum-

Duckmanton in NE Der-

byshire to William Plant of

Duckmanton

Humberside,

England.

P1b ?ditto - i.e. ?Thomas Plant

of Clowne, as above, but

descent apparently through

Benjamin (bap 1782) and

John (Bark) Plant (b 1812)

Manchester,

England.

P8a Jonathan James Plant born

of Martha Plant (spinster) at

Leek on 25.10.1852

Brough,

Yorks

P9a late 19th century Hull, Yorks,

England

Suffolk, Eng-

land

W1a James Warren, b 1716 Marn-

hull, Dorset

Table 2: Latest Y-DNA results for Plant, and for Plantt (PT1a) and Waring (WG3a) and Warren

(W1a)

Though they do not match the PMH, both P8a and P9a are still of course Plants nonetheless by

surname. Though P9a does not have the most common Y-DNA signature of the Plants (the PMH)

there may be other Plants from his particular branch who share his male-line ancestry and who have

a characteristic Y-DNA signature close to his. In the 25 marker test, P9a is a genetic distance of

10 from the PMH and in a different direction a genetic distance of 10 from P8a who is 9 distant

from the PMH. These genetic distances are too large for it to be likely that there is any male-line

relationships between P8a and P9a and the PMH other than ones that date back many millennia.

Though the genetic distances between the PMH and P8a and P9a are all large they all nonethe-

less belong to the haplogroup R1b. So also do WG3a and W1a indicating Western European male-

line origins for all of them within the past 23 millennia. More particularly, those Plants who match

with the PMH are almost certainly all male-line related in the times since when the Plant surname

began, that is within the past millennium.

It is often assumed that all Warrens are male-line related to one another and are descended from

just two male-line families within the times of their surname history. However, as well as seeming

unlikely, this is untested and further Y-DNA testing would no doubt reveal a truer picture for the

Warrens.

On the other hand, contrary to earlier beliefs, Plant is an unusual surname in that it appears to

be largely a single family. As many as 8 out of the 12 Plants tested so far have matched, within a

mutation or two, to just one male-line family with the genetic signature we have called the PMH. Y-

DNA testing has brought a new dawn of understanding for the Plant name. As more results become

available Y-DNA results will no doubt help progressively with the specific genealogy of a specific

Plant family branch. An inkling of this is already provided by the results for P1a and P1b though

ideally more volunteers from this Plant family branch are needed to check the genealogy.
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The Plant FHG Web Site usage statistics

The HostPlus web hosting service, which we are now using for our Plant FHG web site, has been

having problems recently in maintaining its records for the web-site statistics. Thus, the Plant FHG

usage statistics are missing for 8 days of January, 9 days of March, the whole of April, and 8 days

of May. Apart from these shortfalls however, the top 5 of requested items on the web site has been

as follows.

Top No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5

Dec 293 DNA 285 French origins 236 Reunion slides 193 Name origins 157 Notable Plants

Jan 188 DNA 172 French origins 132 Name origins 083 Journal contents 059 Current members

Feb 175 Name origins 164 DNA 129 French origins 105 Journal contents 095 Current members

Mar 130 Name origins 129 Chapter 19 124 Reunion slides 103 DNA 100 Journal contents

May 199 French origins 148 Name origins 126 DNA 091 Journal contents 076 Current members
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~~~~~~~~~LATE CHANGES~~~~~~~~

Member 69

Please add e-mail address:

Andrew@plant115.freeserve.co.uk

~~~~~~~~~~~~LATE ADDITIONS~~~~~~~~~~~

Letter from Judith Kirkby (Member No. 139)

(See Members Letters page 15 second paragraph)

Dear Keith

I wrote to you a few weeks ago regarding some soldier’s papers for James Plant.  I also wrote to various magazine, in the

hope of tracing some descendants.

I’m delighted to tell you that I have now heard from James’ nephew, William Balance, and William’s niece, Janet

Speakman, and they were delighted.  They have now passed the papers on to James’s widow.

All good wishes

Judith Kirkby.

~~~~~~~~ADDITIONAL MEMBERS AND THEIR INTERESTS~~~~~~~

Since printing the Journal the following additional new members have joined the Group.

Member No. 227

Miss Anna Massey, 39 Kidderminster Road, West Hagley, Nr Stourbridge, West Midlands, DY9 0PZ

Interests – 18th + 19th c ‘Black Country’

Member No. 228

Irene Plant Berger, 63 Candlewood Shores Road, Brookfield, CT 06804, USA

E-mail address – jberger9830@charter.net

Interests – 18th + 19th c Birmingham/Edward Plant bn 1787.

Member No. 229

Benjamin John Plant, Hilbre House, Ringland Road, Taverham, Norfolk, NR8 6TG

E-mail address – bjrvplant-@tiscali.co.uk

Interests – 18th + 19th c Staffs/L 19th c Liverpool.


